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BPM’ONLINE BUSINESS PROCESSES OVERVIEW
Bpm'online is based on a business process management platform that uses two types of business
processes: BPMN 2.0 and DCM (dynamic case management). The system provides a wide range of
tools for designing, running and monitoring business processes.
Bpm'online is supplied with pre-configured out-of-the-box processes that represent the best global
practices in marketing, sales and service. You can also add and configure your own processes to meet
specific needs and requirements of your company.
The BPMN process designer enables you to create business processes of any complexity and structure
with data and message streams. The DCM case designer is an easy-to-use tool for designing nonlinear processes referred to as “cases”.

HOW TO CREATE BPMN BUSINESS PROCESSES
Use the PROCESS DESIGNER to create BPMN business processes.
•

How to create business processes

•

Process designer

•

Process library

HOW TO RUN BPMN BUSINESS PROCESSES
Bpm’online business logic often follows a certain process workflow.
Depending on the settings, the process can be started manually by the user (e.g., from the command
line or from the sidebar) or automatically, based on certain specified events (e.g., when adding or
changing a record, or when a field contains a specific value).
The system automatically prompts the required steps and guides the user through the necessary path
during the process.
•

How to run a business process

•

How process actions are performed

•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

BPMN PROCESS MONITORING
All the steps performed during the process are stored in the system to control and ensure
effectiveness. The built-in analysis tools enable you to find bottlenecks in the processes for future
optimization.
•

Monitoring business processes

•

Process log

HOW TO MANAGE DCM CASES
Use the CASE DESIGNER cases to automate, build and set up stages of the company business
processes. The case designer does not require knowledge of special notation and provides a simpler
process management.
•

Case designer

•

Managing dynamic cases
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BUSINESS PROCESS BEST PRACTICES
To enhance your skills of working with business processes, please read articles concerning the process
designer, elements and process flows, creating and executing processes. Improve your business
processes by monitoring them. Business process examples are available in a separate article.
The business processes are created via the BPMN 2.0 notation developed by the Object Management
Group. Learn more about the BPMN notation on the OMG website.

GENERAL PROCESS FEATURES
Create simple and transparent business processes. Your process description can contain process goal
and hints to use it.
Create complex processes step by step: build a general process structure and then add blocks to it.
Combine processes into a single business process for directly connected events. For example, in case
you have set up separate process to read user data and send notifications, the first process might
execute after the second one and the notification will be sent incorrectly. This can be avoided by
setting up a single process to read data and send notifications.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS ON WORKING WITH A PROCESS
The business process structure affects its usability and performance. To optimize the process structure,
we recommend the following:
•

Create small processes and divide them into separate blocks. We do not recommend placing
more than 10 - 15 elements on a single diagram. If a process is complex, some element groups
can be implemented by using subprocesses, and then connections between subprocesses
should be set up.

•

The alleged primary flow in the process should be lined on a single level, and specific alternate
paths with neutral or negative events should be lined in branches (Fig. 1). For example, in the
opportunity closure business process, elements that lead to successful process execution are
lined on a single level and additional conditional paths are lined in the branches.
Fig. 1 Building primary and additional flows

•

Build a process so that the maximum number of flows are lined in one direction. There are two
main methods: building a process downwards and from left to right. Minimize the number of
intersecting flows for the process to look clearer.
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•

Name processes by their purpose. Delete obsolete process parameters.

WORKING WITH PROCESS ELEMENTS
Work with processes following these recommendations:
•

Always name all elements, flows and connections on the process diagram and avoid identical
names.

•

In the element-action names include an action that is executed by the element and an object,
to which said action is applied, for example, “Place order’, “Send message”, “Register issue”.

•

By applying the [Read data] element, set up reading of only required columns, if there is no
need to read them all. The [Read data] element prepares data that will be used by other
process elements. Reading all columns might lead to slow business process performance.

•

When building branches, set one of the flows to “by default” — this will prevent the business
process from “freezing” if there are no alternative step results. Do not create elements with only
one flow or one flow by default.

•

Avoid overlapping of elements and connections, make sure names are clearly visible.

•

When setting up a new process, make sure the diagram does not contain unnecessary
elements.

For example, when reading the process on the Fig. 2, the element names are not clear and
connections overlap each other.
Fig. 2 Incorrect element and connection name setup

SCRIPT-TASKS
Use the [Script-task] element for unusual tasks, such as:
•

complicated mathematical calculations, for example, calculating time and date by the calendar;

•

mass record processing;

•

executing cycles;

•

tasks that are hard to perform using other system elements;

•

replacing a number of sequential [Formula] elements.

Working with the [Script-task] element, follow these recommendations:
•

Follow the code structure. After the process is saved, test the element by launching the
process. The element performance depends on the quality of code and qualification of
developer.
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•

Comment on the primary blocks and tasks executed in the script tasks to explain functions and
purposes of the code parts.

•

When using third party schemas, specify the exact names of such schemas. Follow these
instructions when using third party schemas.

•

Avoid temporary solutions, because custom code makes it harder to support it. When looking
for errors in business processes, make sure the errors are fixed correctly.

MODIFYING EXISTING PROCESSES
If the currently used process requires to substantially modified, for example, delete elements, create a
process copy and only then modify it.
SEE ALSO
• Process designer
•

Case designer
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PROCESS DESIGNER
The PROCESS DESIGNER is designed for creating business processes tailored to your company needs.
You can open the designer in a number of ways:
•

from the [Process library] section

•

from the [Advanced settings] window

•

from the Object Designer.

To run the process designer from the [Process library] section:
1.

Select [Process library] in the [Processes] category of the System Designer.

2.

Click the [New process] button.

NOTE

You can also run the Process Designer by clicking the [Open] button that appears when you select a
process in the list.

To run the process designer from the [Advanced settings] window:
1.

Select the [Advanced settings] in the [Admin area] category of the System Designer.

2.

Go to the [Configuration] tab.

3.

Click the [Add] button and select [Business process].

To run the process designer from the Object Designer:
1.

Click the [Add] button in the [Configuration] tab of the [Advanced settings] window.

2.

Select the [Object] command. The Object Designer window will open.

3.

Click the [Additional] button and select [Open Process].

NOTE

Using the business process designer to create business logic of system objects is covered in the
developer documentation.

CONTENTS
• Process designer interface
•

Process elements

•

Process designer hot keys

SEE ALSO
• How to create business processes
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PROCESS DESIGNER INTERFACE
The Process Designer workspace is designed for creating and editing business processes. The
workspace (Fig. 3) contains all elements required to create a process.
Fig. 3 Process designer

CONTENTS
• Process element area
•

Toolbar

•

Working area

•

Properties area

PROCESS ELEMENT AREA
The PROCESS ELEMENT AREA (1) contains the catalog of process elements that you can use to create
business processes. The elements are grouped based on their roles in the process. The [User actions]
group contains elements that offer users to perform specific activities and then record their results. The
[System actions] group contains actions that do not require any input from the user to complete. The
[Start events], [Intermediate events] and [Finishing events] groups contain elements that throw and
catch events, or react to system events. The [Gateways] group contains logical operators and
[Subprocesses] group contains tools for embedding other processes to the current one.
Click the [Process elements] link to collapse the element area. When collapsed, it contains only process
element icons.

TOOLBAR
The TOOLBAR (2) contains [Save] button and [Actions] menu.
[Save] – saves the business process. If changes made to the process do not regular compilation, then
the system users will be able to work by the new process right after the save operation.
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NOTE

The business-processes are automatically saved in bpm'online. If a process diagram was closed without
saving, when you reopen it you can recover unsaved data.

If the changes made to the process require compilation of the process source code, then after you
click the [Save] button, a dialog will appear prompting you to publish the changes.
[Run] – start the business process.
The [Actions] menu of the Process Designer contains the following commands:
•

[Source code] – opens the source code of the business process.

•

[Metadata] – opens the metadata of the business process.

•

[Process parameters] – opens the list of process parameters.

•

[Copy diagram] – creates a copy of the business process.

•

[Copy element] – creates a copy of the process element.

•

[Paste element] – pastes a copied element to the process designer workspace.

– opens the element settings page.
– opens help on the Academy.
– searches for process elements.

Searching for elements in the Process Designer
The search function in the Process Designer simplifies navigation and switching between the diagram
elements during the business process setup and configuration. The search is done by the element
name or code.
To open the search field (Fig. 4), click the

button or press Ctrl+F on your keyboard.

Fig. 4 Search field in the Process Designer

Enter searched text in the search string and press Enter. The number of found process elements will be
displayed on the right side of the field (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Searching for process elements and displaying search results

Use the
buttons to toggle between the found elements on the diagram. You can go to the next
element by pressing the Enter or F3 keyboard keys. To go back to the previous found element, press
Shift+F3 on your keyboard (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Toggling between the found process elements

All found process elements are highlighted with a frame. Additionally, the currently selected element
will be highlighted in orange (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Found elements highlighted on the process diagram

The setup page will open for the currently selected element.
Press Esc to hide the search field.

WORKING AREA
The PROCESS DESIGNER WORKING AREA (3) is where the process diagram is built. You can add
process elements on the working area by dragging them from the process element area.

PROPERTIES AREA
Use the PROPERTIES AREA (4) to specify parameter values for processes and process elements. The list
of available parameters depends on the type of the currently selected element.
SEE ALSO
• Process elements
•

Process parameters

•

Process setup

•

How to add a new business process
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PROCESS ELEMENTS
Primary BPMN elements are introduced in bpm'online. The visual representation and function of
process elements are similar to those of standard BPMN elements.
In the table below, you can find a short description of each process element. More information about
each element can be found in a separate chapter.
CONTENTS
• User actions
•

System actions

•

Start and end events

•

Intermediate events

•

Gateways

•

Subprocesses

•

Flows and connecting objects
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User actions
Element

Notes

[Task] process element
Creates a new task.
[Write email] process element
Generates a new email page.
[User dialog] process element
Displays a dialog page with a question and a number of options to
choose from. The process flow may change depending on the option
that the user chooses.
[Open edit page] process element
Opens a page for editing or creating a record.
[Auto-generated page] process item
Displays the page with specified elements.
[Pre-configured page] process element
Shows a specified page that was customized earlier.

System actions
Element

Notes

[Read data] process element
Automatically reads data that can be used by other process elements.
[Add data] process element
Automatically creates new records in a specified object.
[Modify data] process element
Automatically edits records in a specified object.
[Delete data] process element
Automatically deletes records in a specified object.
[Formula] process element
Automatically conducts calculations during the process.
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Element

Notes

[Change access rights] process item
Creates, edits, or deletes access rights to system objects for specified
users or roles.
[Send email] process item
Automatically creates and sends emails.
[Script task] process element
Executes a C# script. This element is designed for implementation of a
non-standard logic that cannot be achieved using standard process
elements. Requires publishing.
[Connect process to object] process element
Establishes a connection between a record and a process instance.
The connected records are displayed on the [Connected objects]
detail of the [Processes] section.
[User task] process element
Runs various additional tasks. The list of available additional tasks can
be modified with the help of the Action Designer.
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Start and end events
Element

Notes

Simple start event
Indicates manual process start, for example, using the [Run process]
menu.
Signal start event
Automatically starts a process when a certain throwing signal is
activated, as well as when a record is added, edited or deleted in the
selected object.
Message start event
Initiates a sub-process that is activated by a throw message of a parent
process, as well as by events of an object or page.
[Terminate] end event
Completes a process.

Intermediate events
Element

Notes

[Wait for message] process element
Activates if a certain intermediate throwing message is activated in the
process.
[Wait for signal] process element
Activates if a certain corresponding throwing signal is activated in the
current or a different process. This element is also activated when a
record is added, edited or deleted in the selected object.
[Wait for timer] process element
Pauses the process execution for specified period of time.
[Throw message] process element
When this element is activated, it activates a corresponding catching
message in the current process.
[Throw signal] process element
When this element is activated, it activates a corresponding catching
signal in the current process as well as in all active processes. It can
also be used to start processes that begin with a start signal event.
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Gateways
Element

Notes

Exclusive event-based gateway
Used to create several alternative branches in the process depending
on a message or signal received.
Exclusive gateway (OR)
Used to direct the flow of a process to one of the available paths.
Inclusive gateway (OR)
Used to create alternative flows in a process. Any number of these
flows can be executed concurrently.
Parallel gateway (AND)
Used to create several parallel flows, each of which must be executed
before the process can complete.

Subprocesses
Item

Notes

[Sub-process] element
Runs a different process as part of the current process.
[Event sub-process] process element
A sub-process that is activated when a certain event occurs in the
current process.

Flows and connecting objects
Element

Notes

Sequence Flow
Establishes the sequence of process actions.
Conditional flow
Activates the next element in the process if specific conditions are met.
Default Flow
Used in conjunction with at least one conditional flow. Moving down
the flow is performed when it is impossible to move down at least one
conditional flow.
NEXT
• Process elements. User actions
•

Process elements. System actions
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•

Process elements. Start and end events

•

Process elements. Intermediate events

•

Process elements. Gateways

•

Process elements. Sub-processes

•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

PROCESS ELEMENTS. USER ACTIONS
Process elements in the [User actions] group require the process user to perform certain actions, such
as holding meetings, making calls, sending emails. All these steps are separate activities of the process
that are connected to each other with flows. The activities are represented with the [Perform task] and
[Write email] process elements. Use the [Open edit page] element to let the user manually create or
edit records. Use the [User dialog] element to open a dialog page, where the user can choose one or
more pre-defined options.
When a user activity is run, the system creates an activity that is automatically completed once the user
performs all steps required for this process element.
CONTENTS
• [Task] process element
•

[Write email] process element

•

[User dialog] process element

•

[Open edit page] process element

•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

[Call] process element

[TASK] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Perform task] element is used to create a new activity as part of a process flow.

[PERFORM TASK] ELEMENT SETUP
Specify task parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 The [Perform task] element setup page

Most the element parameters, like [Subject], [Owner] or [Account], correspond to the fields on the
activity page. If any parameter field is filled in, then when a process creates a new task, the
corresponding field in the task page is automatically filled in. If the parameter is not filled in, then the
corresponding field on the setup page will be blank and can be filled in manually.
You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram. By
default, the “Perform Task” caption is used.
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[What should be done?] – enter the subject of the task. As a rule, the purpose of the task is indicated in
this field. This is a required field.
[Task category] – Select the category of the new task, for example, “To do” or “Meeting”. This is a
required field.
[Start in] – specify the time period after which the activity should start. The time can be specified in
minutes, hours, days, weeks and months. This parameter is used to calculate the value in the [Start]
field of the activity. This is a required field.

NOTE

The [Start] field of the activity is filled in with the [Start in] field value plus current user time. For
example, if “30 minutes” is specified in the [Start in] field, and the task was created at 12:00, then
“12:30” will be specified in the [Start] field of the created task.

[Planned duration] – enter the activity duration using minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. This
parameter is used to fill in the [Due] field of the activity page. This is a required field.

NOTE

The [End] field of the activity setup page is filled in with the value from the [Start] field incremented by
the value in the [Planned duration] field.

Select the [Show in calendar] checkbox to make the task appear in the [Calendar] view of the
[Activities] section.

NOTE

If you do not select the [Show in calendar] checkbox, the activity will still be available in the [List] view
of the [Activities] section.

[Show page automatically] – If the checkbox is selected, the activity execution page is displayed
automatically as soon as the process initiates the activity.
[Owner] – Specify the user responsible for performing the task.
[Hint for user] – enter additional information about the task. The user will be able to view the hint by
clicking the
button on the activity page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.
[Remind in] – Indicate the time period for a reminder before the activity starts. When the specified time
comes, the system will automatically create a notification for the corresponding employee.
[Connected to] – specify other system records that are connected to this task. As a result, the task will
be added to the [Activities] detail of the corresponding record. By default, [Account] and [Contact]
fields are displayed, but you can add fields to connect the task to other records by clicking the
button.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Write email] process element
•

[User dialog] process element

•

[Open edit page] process element

•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

[Call] process element

bpm’online BPMS
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[WRITE EMAIL] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Write email] process element is designed for creating a new email page as part of process flow.
This process element does not send emails automatically. Use this element when a user must send an
email as part of a process. A page will open where the process user can enter or edit email text, add
attachments and modify other email parametes before clicking the [Send] button.

[WRITE EMAIL] ELEMENT SETUP
Specify email parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 The [Write email] element setup page

You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
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[To] – enter recipient's email address. You can specify a specific value or define it based on information
from other process elements. Email address must be enclosed in quotes: “address@domain.com”. You
can also map the value of the address to a parameter of a different process element or process
parameter that contains the required value. This is a required field.
[Cc], [Bcc] – Fill in these fields if you want the copy of the email to be sent to anyone.
[Subject] – enter the subject of the email message. This is a required field.
Enter the message text in the text area. You can format this text, using the toolbar above the text area.
The toolbar appears if you click the text area.
[Owner] – This field is used for specifying the email address of the sender. This is a required field.
[Show page automatically] – select the checkbox if you want the email page to be shown to the user.
when the process item is executed.
[Connected to] – specify other system records that are connected to this email. You can fill in these
fields using the parameter value window. As a result, the task will be added to the [Email] detail of the
corresponding record.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections to system
records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are advised to
use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [User dialog] process element
•

[Open edit page] process element

•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

[Call] process element

SEE ALSO
• Process parameters
•

How to work with the parameter value window

[SEND EMAIL] PROCESS ELEMENT
This article is currently in development. The new [Send email] process element combines the functions
of the [Write email] user action and the [Send email] system action. Stay tuned for academy updates!
•

Process elements

•

How to work with elements and flows

•

Process setup

•

Process parameters

[USER DIALOG] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [User dialog] process element is designed for input from the process user by offering them to
choose from a set of available options. The selected option determines the result of the process
element execution and further process flow.
The item execution page contains text (a question, for instance) and a number of options to choose
from (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 User dialog page

[USER DIALOG] ELEMENT SETUP
Specify the element parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 [User dialog] element setup page
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Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[What should the dialog text display?] – Specify the text of the question on the user dialog page. Use
the parameter value window to enter the dialog text.
[Owner] – Specify the user, for whom the page will open. Use the parameter value window to specify
the value.
[Hint for user] – Enter additional information that will be displayed for users by clicking the
on the opened dialog page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.

button

Dialog mode
“User can choose one option“ – This option enables users to choose only one of the available options.
In this case the options are displayed in the dialog as a radio buttons. If this option is selected, the
process will branch using the [Exclusive gateway (OR)] element (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Using the [User dialog] task in single selection mode

“User can choose multiple options“ – This option enables users to select more than one option. In this
mode, the options on a dialog page are shown as checkboxes.
If the “User can choose multiple options“ mode is selected, the [User dialog] element must be followed
by an [Inclusive gateway (OR)] element, whose outgoing flows will correspond to the options that the
user can choose (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Using the [User dialog] task in multiple selection mode

In this case, only those conditional flows that correspond to the options selected by the user are
activated.
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Options
Add options that the user can choose from in the [Reply options] block. The order of options in the list
corresponds to the order in which the options are located on the dialog page. You can change the
order using the [Move up] and [Move down] actions in the reply list menu (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Changing the order of reply options

NOTE

By default, the element setup page contains e fields for entering user options. If you fill in only two of
them, then only two fields will be displayed next time the page opens.

You can also use this menu to choose the option that will be selected on the dialog page by default.
Regardless of the dialog mode, only one option can be set as default.
Select the [Reply required] checkbox if the user must select at least one option to execute the dialog
element. If the user saves the dialog page without selecting any options, the default flow will be
activated.
To add a new option, click [Add reply option].

NOTE

The reply options of user dialogs are used to branch processes. Read more...

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections to system
records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are advised to
use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Open edit page] process element
•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

[Call] process element

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window
•

Inclusive gateway (OR)

•

Exclusive gateway (OR)

[OPEN EDIT PAGE] PROCESS ELEMENT
During the process execution, the [Open edit page] process element will display edit page of the
selected section. The element can open a page for adding a new record, or open the page of an
existing record for editing.
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[OPEN EDIT PAGE] PROCESS ELEMENT SETUP
Specify the edit page parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15 The [Open edit page] element setup page

You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Which page to open?] – select the edit page that the element will display to the process user. This is a
required field.
[Edit mode] – there are two modes available:
•

[Add new record] – select this option if you need to open edit page of a new record. In this
mode, the [Which default values to set in the fields of new records?] field becomes available.
Click the [+] button and select fields that must be filled in (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16 Selecting fields of the new record to fill in with predefined values

•

[Edit existing record] – select this option if you need to open the page of an existing record. In
this mode, the [Record ID] field becomes available.

[Owner] – specify the user for whom the page will be displayed. This is a required field.
[Recommendations for filling out the page] – enter the text that will be displayed on the opened edit
page to let the user know that the page was opened as part of a business process and which fields the
user should fill in to complete this process element. This is a required field.
[User hints] – enter additional information that the user will be able to view by clicking the
on the opened edit page. The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.

button

[Create a list of results by column] – select this checkbox if the process must diverge, depending on the
value in a certain column of the created or edited record. After you select the checkbox, additional
field will appear, where you need to specify the column that will contain the result of the process
element. For example, after the opportunity page is filled out, the process may schedule a meeting for
conducting the presentation or create a new contract, depending on which stage selected in the
opportunity page. In this case, the list of results must be created by the [Stage] column.
[When is the element considered complete?] – select the conditions for completing the element. The
[Open edit page] element will be considered completed immediately after opening the page, or if the
new or existing record meets specific filter conditions after saving.
•

“Immediately after saving the record“ – the element will be considered completed once the
user saves the record page.

•

“If the record matches conditions“ – the element will be considered completed only if after
saving, the record matches specific filter conditions. You can set up the filter by columns of the
selected object or one of its subordinate objects. You can specify the filter value in two ways:
a.

[Compare with parameter] – Specify the filter value using the parameter value window.
Select a process or element parameter.

b. [Compare with value] – Specify a static value for the filter value.

NOTE

If several [Open edit page] elements for the same object are executed in the parallel flows of a process,
and if they are set to complete “Immediately after saving the record” or if no conditions for their
completion are set, then, when one of these elements completes, all other elements with the same
completion condition will be considered completed as well.
To avoid this scenario, add additional conditions for completing the [Open edit page] elements.

NOTE

In the advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are
advised to use the regular mode of the element setup page.
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NEXT
• [Auto-generated page] process item
•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

[Call] process element

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

[AUTO-GENERATED PAGE] PROCESS ITEM
The [Auto-generated page] element is used for opening custom pages, generated according to the
element parameters by the system.
The auto-generated pages contain buttons, that can be used for process branching, and fields, whose
values can be passed to the process or process element parameters.

[AUTO-GENERATED PAGE] ELEMENT SETTINGS
Specify the auto-configured page parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17 [Auto-generated page] element setup page

You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Page title] – Enter the page name.
[Owner] – Specify the user for whom the page must open. You can fill in this parameter using the
parameter value window.
[Recommendation] – Enter the text that will be displayed on the page when running the process item.
This is a required field.
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[User hints] – Enter additional information that will be displayed by clicking the
button is displayed on the displayed page.

button. The hint

[Binding object] – If the action execution relates to a particular record in the system object, specify this
object.
[Binding object record] – The record to which the action execution will be connected. If the connected
object is specified, the field becomes available and required.

NOTE

When the action is executed, the record with the specified binding object and the record that relates to
the action execution will be added to the [Connected items] block of the [Processes] page. Also, the
[Move down the process] menu will become available on the edit page of the connected record.

Buttons
This block contains a list of buttons that can be displayed on an auto-generated page. Click
a new button and specify its parameters (Fig. 18).

to add

Fig. 18 Adding a button on the auto-generated page

[Caption] – Enter a button caption. This is a required parameter.
[Code] – Enter the button unique name that can be used when writing the code that will implement
the button logic. Required parameter.
[Style] – Select one of the common styles used for the BPMS buttons. Required parameter.
[Generates signal] – Enter the signal to be generated by the process once the button is clicked. Other
items that wait for the generation of this signal can be added to the process.
[Active] – Select this checkbox if the button must be active when the page is opened.
[Performs value validation] – Select this checkbox to check if all required fields are filled in once the
button is clicked.
Click the [Save] button of the parameter value window.
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Clicking any button added to the page completes the element and defines its result. If you add
outgoing conditional flows to the auto-generated page, the buttons added to the page will be
available as completion conditions for these flows.
To manage the button display order and edit the button properties, click the

button.

Page items
This block contains a list of items that can be displayed on an auto-generated page, such as text
comments, fields or groups of fields. Click
to add a new item and specify its parameters (Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 Selecting the type of item to add

Fill out the item parameters. The list of parameters may differ, depending on the page item type
(Fig. 20).
Fig. 20 Adding a page item to an auto-generated page

[Title] – Enter a caption for the page item. This is a required parameter.
[Code] – Enter a unique code that contains the page item value.
[Text] – Enter default text for the “Notes” page item.
[Can be minimized] – Select this checkbox to enable the user to minimize an “Item block” page item.
[Minimized] – Select this checkbox to minimize. an “Item block” page item.
[Required] – select the checkbox to make the new field required. This parameter is available for all
field-type page items.
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[Multiline] – select the checkbox to make a field multiline. Available for the “Text field” type.
[Data source] – Specify the lookup object. This parameter is available for lookup fields.
[View] – Select the means of filling out the field: by using a drop-down list or selecting a lookup value.
This parameter is available for lookup fields.
[Date format] – Select the display format for the “Date/Time” field.
To manage the page item display order and edit and delete items, use the menu that appears when
you click the

button.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Pre-configured page] process element
•

[Call] process element

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

[PRE-CONFIGURED PAGE] PROCESS ELEMENT
Use the [Pre-configured page] process element to open any existing page in the system as part of a
business process. This element is primarily designed to open custom pages created in the
[Configuration] section. If you need to open a standard record page, it is recommended to use the
[Open edit page] element instead.

[PRE-CONFIGURED PAGE] ELEMENT SETTINGS
You can specify the parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21 [Pre-configured page] element setup page fragment

Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Which page to open?] – Select the schema of the pre-configured page that must be opened. The
page schema itself must be set up in the [Configuration] section. If the selected schema has its own
parameters, they will be displayed on the element setup page in the [Page parameters] area.
[Owner] – Specify the user, for whom the page will open. You can fill in this parameter using the
parameter value window.
[Recommendations for filling out the page] – Enter the text that is displayed in the title of the opened
edit page to let the user know that the page was opened as part of a business process and define
which fields the user should fill in to complete this process element. This is a required field.
[User hints] – Enter additional information that will be displayed by clicking the
button is displayed on the displayed page.

button. The hint

[Connected object] – If the opened page is connected to a system object, such as [Account] or
[Contact], specify it in this field.
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[Record of connected object] – The record of the selected object to which the opened page will be
connected. You can fill in this field using the parameter value window. If the connected object is
specified, the field becomes available and required.

NOTE

When the pre-configured page is saved, the record specified in the [Record of connected object]
parameter will be added to the [Connected to] block of the [Process log] section. Also, the [Move down
the process] menu options will become available on the edit page of the connected record.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections to system
records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are advised to
use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Call] process element
SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

[CALL] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Call] element is used to create a new activity of the “Call” type when running a process in the
system.

[CALL] PROCESS ELEMENT SETUP
Specify call parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22 The [Call] element setup page

Most item parameters, like [Subject] or [Owner], correspond to the fields in the activity page and
determine values in these fields when a new record is created by the process. If a parameter field is
filled in, then when the process generates a new call, the corresponding field on the call page is
automatically filled in. If the parameter is not filled in, then the corresponding field on the page is blank
and can be filled in manually.
You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram. By
default, the “Call” caption is used.
[What is the subject of the call?] – enter the subject of the activity. purpose of the call is indicated in this
field. This is a required field.
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[Start in] – specify the time period after which the activity should start. The time can be specified in
minutes, hours, days, weeks and months. This parameter is used to calculate the value in the [Start]
field of the activity. This is a required field.

NOTE

The [Start] field of the activity is filled in with the [Start in] field value plus current user time. For
example, if “30 minutes” is specified in the [Start in] field, and the task was created at 12:00, then
“12:30” will be specified in the [Start] field of the created task.

[Planned duration] – enter the activity duration using minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. This
parameter is used to fill in the [Due] field of the activity page. This is a required field.

NOTE

The [End] field of the activity setup page is filled in with the value from the [Start] field incremented by
the value in the [Planned duration] field.

[Show in calendar] – select the checkbox to make the activity appear in the [Calendar] tab of the
[Activities] section.

NOTE

If you do not select the [Show in calendar] checkbox, the activity will still be available in the [List] view
of the [Activities] section.

[Show page automatically] – If the checkbox is selected, the activity execution page is displayed
automatically as soon as the process initiates the activity.
[Owner] – Specify the user responsible for performing the task.
[User hints] – Enter additional information for users by clicking the
The hint button is displayed on the displayed page.

button on the opened edit page.

[Remind in] – Indicate the time period for a reminder before the activity starts. When the specified time
comes, the system will automatically create a notification for the corresponding employee.
[Connected to] – Specify other system records that are connected to this call activity. You can fill in
these fields using the parameter value window. As a result, the call will be added to the [Activities]
detail of the corresponding record.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections to system
records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are advised to
use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• Process elements. System actions
•

Process elements. Start and end events

•

Process elements. Intermediate events

•

Process elements. Gateways

•

Process elements. Sub-processes

•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

SEE ALSO
• Process parameters
•

How to work with the parameter value window
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PROCESS ELEMENTS. SYSTEM ACTIONS
Process elements in the [System actions] group combine all actions that do not require user interaction
to perform. System actions include adding, modifying and deleting records, sending emails and
executing custom logic via scripts and formulas. System actions also include utility elements that can
read data for the process to use, modify access rights in the system and connect process instances to
system records for reporting purposes.
CONTENTS
• [Read data] process element
•

[Add data] process element

•

[Modify data] process element

•

[Delete data] process element

•

[Formula] process element

•

[Change access rights] process item

•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[READ DATA] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Read data] element fetches data from the system objects to be used by other process elements.
Use this element to:
•

Get field values of a specific record.

•

Calculate the sum, average, minimum or maximum value of a specific column for a number of
records.

•

Calculate the number of records.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

FETCHING FIELD VALUES FROM A SPECIFIC RECORD
The “Read the first record in the selection“ mode is used for fetching field values from the first record in
the specified object. On the element setup page, specify the list of columns whose values must be
calculated.
Below is an example of reading an opportunity data (Fig. 23).
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Fig. 23 The [Read data] element setup page in the “Read the first record in the selection“ mode

1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select “Opportunity“.

3.

Specify conditions for reading data. For example, filter the opportunities by the “Needs
analysis“ stage.

4.

Select record sorting mode. Select a column to sort records by a sorting mode (“Ascending“ or
“Descending“).

5.

Specify the columns whose values must be fetched, or select “All columns“ to fetch all data.

NOTE

It is recommended to specify columns, as this will improve process performance.

CALCULATE FUNCTION
The “Calculate function“ mode is used for getting the sum, minimum, maximum or average value of a
number column in the specified object.
Below is an example of calculating the average amount of closed opportunities (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 24 The [Read data] element setup page in the “Calculate function“ mode

1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Calculate function“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select “Opportunity“.

3.

Specify the function to use for calculation. To calculate the average opportunity amount, select
“Average“ in the [Function] field.

4.

Select the record column by which the value must be calculated. The needed value is stored in
the “Opportunity amount” column.

5.

Specify filter conditions for record selection. To fetch data for closed opportunities only, set
filter by the [Stage] field.

CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF RECORDS
This mode is used for calculation of the number of records that match specific filter conditions. For
example, you can calculate how many opportunities were won.
Below is an example of calculating the number of records (Fig. 25).
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Fig. 25 The [Read data] element setup page in the ”Calculate the number of records” mode

1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Calculate the number of records“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Opportunity”.

[How to filter records?] – specify the filtering conditions for the list of records in the selected object or
one of its subordinate objects. To get the list of closed opportunities, apply filter by the [Stage] field.
For example, to calculate records set the account type to "Customer". If the account type is not set, the
total number of accounts will be calculated..
NEXT
• [Add data] process element
•

[Modify data] process element

•

[Delete data] process element

•

[Formula] process element

•

[Change access rights] process item

•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[ADD DATA] PROCESS ELEMENT
Use the [Add data] element to automatically add new system records. One [Add data] element can
add one or multiple records to sections or details.

HOW TO ADD A SINGLE RECORD
Select [Add one record] on the [Add data] element setup page (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26 The [Add data] element setup page in [Add one record] mode

1.

Select an object to add records to.

2.

In the [What is the data addition mode?] field, select “Add one record”.

3.

Select the columns to fill in the added records. You can specify the column values based on the
data from the process or process item parameters or select values from lookups.

HOW TO ADD MULTIPLE RECORDS
You can add multiple records to an object using the “Add selection” mode. The number and contents
of the added records depend on the selected data. For example, the process must automatically add
all contacts who live in Boston as participants in an activity.
To add several records to an object (Fig. 27):
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Fig. 27 The [Add data] element setup page in [Add multiple records] mode

1.

Select an object to add records to. To add participants of an activity, you need to add records in
the “Activity participant” object.

2.

In the [What is the data addition mode?] field, select “Add selection”.

3.

In the [Selection from an object] field, select the object that contains the needed records.
Because activity participant records are based on contacts, select the “Contact” object.

4.

Specify conditions for adding records (otherwise, all contacts will be added as activity
participants). To add only Boston residents, specify the corresponding filter for the [City] field.

5.

Select the columns to fill for the added records. You can specify the column values based on
the data from the process or process item parameters or select values from lookups. Specify
values for the [Activity] and [Participant] columns.
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NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Modify data] process element
•

[Delete data] process element

•

[Formula] process element

•

[Change access rights] process item

•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[MODIFY DATA] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Modify data] process element is used to change values in selected fields of existing records.

[MODIFY DATA] ELEMENT SETUP CARD
Specify the parameters for data modification on the element setup page (Fig. 28).
Fig. 28 The [Modify data] element setup page
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[Modify data] – Enter the element caption. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Which object data to modify?] – Specify the object whose records must be modified.
[Modify all records that match condition] – Specify the filter for the records being modified. For
example, you can modify all accounts that have “Partner“ specified in the [Type] field (Fig. 28).
[Which column values to set for modified records?] – Select the columns to modify and the values that
must be set. Column values are specified via the parameter value window. For example, you can
change the value in the [Type] column of the modified records (Fig. 28).

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Delete data] process element
•

[Formula] process element

•

[Change access rights] process item

•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[DELETE DATA] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Delete data] process element deletes specified records, such as canceled or uncompleted
activities. The records are deleted automatically.

ELEMENT SETUP CARD
In the setup card, select a system object whose records must be deleted and specify the conditions for
deletion (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29 The [Delete data] element setup page

Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Which object to delete data from?] – Select an object from which the records must be deleted. For
example, to delete activities, select the “Activity” object.
[Delete all records that match condition] – Specify filtering conditions for selecting a list of records to
delete. Click [Add condition] and select one of the columns in the selected object or one of its
subordinate objects. You can specify the filter value in two ways (Fig. 30):
•

[Compare with parameter] – Specify the filter value using the parameter value window. Select a
process or element parameter. The value of the selected parameter will be used as the filter
value when the process is executed.

•

[Compare with value] – Specify a static value for the filter value. Depending on the type of
column used in the filter, you can enter the value manually or select one from a lookup or
calendar.
Fig. 30 Selecting filter conditions
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NOTE

In the advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by the developers. Regular users are
advised to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Formula] process element
•

[Change access rights] process item

•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[FORMULA] PROCESS ELEMENT
With the [Formula] process element, you can use the calculation results as parameter values for other
elements.
For example, you can determine the start time of the next task based on the duration of the preceding
tasks.
The [Formula] element is also used to define conditions for moving down the conditional flows.

[FORMULA] PROCESS ELEMENT SETUP
Specify the parameter values on the [Formula] setup page (Fig. 31).
Fig. 31 The [Formula] element setup page

You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Which parameter to set the formula value to?] – Specify the parameter whose value will contain the
calculation result. For example, specify the [Duration] parameter of the [Perform task] process item if
the formula is used to calculate the duration of a task. You can select a parameter whose value is a
number, date and/or time, as well as text and boolean parameters.
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ATTENTION

The resulting data type will correspond to the data type of the parameter specified in the [Set
parameter value] field.
When adding the [Formula] process item, you can only specify the parameters that already exist in the
process. Each [Formula] process item performs calculations for one parameter only.

[Formula value] – use the parameter value window to construct the formula. The formula value is
entered in the text field. The formula can contain elements from the [Process elements], [Process
parameters], [System settings], [Lookup], [System variables], [Functions] and [Date and time] tabs.

NOTE

Working with parameter values is covered in a separate article. Read more

NEXT
• [Change access rights] process item
•

[Send email] process item

•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window
•

How to work with parameter values

[CHANGE ACCESS RIGHTS] PROCESS ITEM
If you want to add or remove user access rights to records in the system objects, use the [Change
access rights] element.
For example, you want to restrict access to VIP accounts.

[CHANGE ACCESS RIGHTS] ELEMENT SETUP
Specify the access rights parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32 The [Change access rights] element setup page

Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
In the [For records of what object should the access rights be changed?] field, select the system object
for the records of which you want to change access rights. For example, "Account".
Specify the conditions for records which you want to change access rights. In our example, access
rights to the VIP account pages will be changed.

How to remove access rights
Access rights can be deleted for a certain role or certain user, as well as for several users by using a
filter.
To select users for whom you wish to delete access rights, click the
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Fig. 33 Selecting users for whom you wish to remove access rights

[For all roles and users] – Delete access rights to the selected operations for all users and roles.
[For roles] – Delete access rights for the selected organization structure item.
[For employee] – Delete access rights for the selected user.
[For the employees who meet the filter conditions] – Delete access rights for all users that correspond
to the filter conditions.
Then, select operations you wish to delete access to (Fig. 34).
Fig. 34 Deleting access rights to operations

HOW TO DELETE ACCESS RIGHTS
Select users or roles you wish to grant access to operations.
[For roles] – Delete access rights for the selected organization structure item.
[For employee] – Delete access rights for the selected user.
[For the employees who meet the filter conditions] – Delete access rights for all users that correspond
to the filter conditions.
Use the radio button to select the operation access level that will be set when performing an action:
[Granted] – Users will obtain permission to execute selected operations.
[Granted with delegation rights] – Users will obtain permission to execute operations and to grant this
permission operations to other users.
To select the access level, click the
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Fig. 35 Deleting access rights to operations

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Send email] process item
•

[Script task] process element

•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

[SEND EMAIL] PROCESS ITEM
Use the [Send email] process item to automatically send an email.

NOTE

The [Send email] item should not be confused with the [Write email] item. The former will
automatically send an email, while the latter will open the new email page for the user.

[SEND EMAIL] ELEMENT SETUP
Specify email parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 36).
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Fig. 36 [Send email] item setup page

Enter the element caption at the top of the page. The caption is displayed on the process diagram.
[Who is the sender?] – Specify the sender of the email. You can enter a static value or use the
parameter value window.
[To] – Enter the recipient's email address. You can enter a static value or use the parameter value
window.
[Cc], [Bcc] – Fill in these fields if you want a copy of the email to be sent to anyone who is not expected
to reply.

NOTE

The [Who is the sender?], [To], [CC], [Bcc] fields contain email addresses. To send an email to an
account or a contact who are referenced in the process, first you need to obtain their email address.
Use the [Read data] element for this.

[Importance] – Select the priority of the sent message. This parameter will be used to flag messages of
high or low importance in the email client.
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[Subject] – enter the subject of the email message. You can fill in this field using the parameter value
window.
Enter the email message text in the text area. You can format this text, using the toolbar above the text
area. The toolbar appears if you click the text area (Fig. 37).
Fig. 37 Message format setup

[Ignore email errors] – select the checkbox to send email despite email-related errors. If the checkbox
is not selected, the email sending will pause if any errors are received from the email server.

NOTE

Set up email server integration to enable sending emails.

NOTE

In advanced mode, the element setup page contains additional parameters and connections with
system records. The advanced mode is intended to be used by developers. Regular users are advised
to use the regular mode of the element setup page.

NEXT
• [Script task] process element
•

[Connect process to object] process element

•

[User task] process element

SEE ALSO
• [Write email] process element

[SCRIPT TASK] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Script-task] process element is a system action that executes the C# code and provides its
interaction with other elements of the business-process. Use this element to implement logic that the
standard process elements cannot provide.
To edit the script code, double-click the diagram. Element setup page will open, where you can enter
and edit the script code (Fig. 38).
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Fig. 38 Editing tab of the script task code

– expand the script code window.
– collapse the script code window.
– search text in the script code.
– show the hidden symbols (spaces, tabulations, etc.) in the text code.

NOTE

Bpm'online enables you to execute processes without publishing them. However, the use of methods
and [Script-task] elements requires the schema publication. For more information about calling
business process methods, please refer to the dedicated article.

The [Script-task] element and the process method contain an additional cheсkbox [For an interpreted
process], which indicates that the element can be executed in an interpreted environment (Fig. 39). By
default, this checkbox is selected. For such elements and methods a special code is generated that
provides an interface to access the element and process parameters and values.
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Fig. 39 The [For an interpreted process] checkbox in the [Script-task] element settings

INTERPRETED PROCESS SCHEMAS
For the [Script-task] elements and methods that have the [For an interpreted process] checkbox
selected, the wrapper class is generated that contains the initialization and declaration of methods.
This wrapper enables you to access the process values (Fig. 40).
The Get method returns the value of an item or process.
Method signature:
Get<T>(string path)
where:
T — parameter value type.
path — a string that specifies the path to a parameter or property. The path is built according
to these rules:
•

“parameter name”

•

“property name”

•

“element name.parameter name”

•

“element name.property name”

The Set method sets the value of an item or process.
Method signature:
Set(string path, T value)
where:
value — the specified value.
path — a string that specifies the path to a parameter or property. The path is built according
to the rules described above for the Get method:
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Fig. 40 The [Script-task] element body that contains the call to the interpreted process parameter

NEXT
• [Connect process to object] process element
•

[User task] process element

SEE ALSO
• Example of using a built-in business process of an object. Adding autonumbers to a page field
•

How to use the [User task] process element

[CONNECT PROCESS TO OBJECT] PROCESS ELEMENT
Business processes in bpm'online can be run multiple times. Each time a process is run, a separate
process instance is created. This instance can be linked to different existing records in the system, and
records created during a process flow.
To monitor the processes that affect different system records, a list of linked business processes can be
saved for those records.
All records that a process is connected to are displayed on the [Linked objects] block of the [Process
log] page.
The [Connect process to object] element (Fig. 41) is used to connect a process to a certain record in
the system.
Fig. 41 [Connect process to object] process element

[CONNECT PROCESS TO OBJECT] PROCESS ELEMENT SETUP
Specify the parameters of linking a process to an object using the [Connect process to object] element
setup page (Fig. 42).
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Fig. 42 [Connect process to object] process element

[Connected object] – This field contains the name of the object with which the process should be
connected. You can fill in this field using the parameter value window.
In the [Record of connected object] field you can specify the record with which the process should be
connected. You can fill in this field using the parameter value window. You can select a specific record
or define it based on information from other process items.
NEXT
• [User task] process element
SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

[USER TASK] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [User task] process elements represent generic activities that are performed within a process. The
function of the [User task] element and its parameters depend on the type of user task selected in the
element setup page (Fig. 43).
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Fig. 43 The [User task] element setup page

[User task] – shows the type of user task. After this field is filled in, the user task parameters will be
added on the [Parameters] tab of the setup page (Fig. 44).
Fig. 44 List of user task parameters

You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.

NOTE

You can select a specific record or define it based on information from other process items.
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Use the

button to open the User Task Designer for editing the parameters.

The [Elements] menu includes basic activities (“Perform task” and “Write email”) that you can use when
creating business processes. These process elements are described in separate chapters.
In addition to basic process activities, the list also contains system user tasks used to implement the
basic logic of sections, for example, initializing details in the section. As a rule, system user tasks are
used in the base page and object processes, and can be inherited by other pages and objects.
NEXT
• Process elements. Start and end events
•

Process elements. Intermediate events

•

Process elements. Gateways

•

Process elements. Sub-processes

•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

PROCESS ELEMENTS. START AND END EVENTS
The elements in the [Start events] group activate processes and event sub-processes. No process
element can be executed before the start event. After the start event is initiated, the process starts and
can receive signals from other processes.
To end the process, use the [Terminate] element located in the [End events] group.
CONTENTS
• Simple start event
•

Message start event

•

Signal start event

•

[Terminate] end event

SIMPLE START EVENT
Simple start event is used when the process is initiated by a user directly, as opposed to being started
by a signal or message.
NEXT
• Message start event
•

Signal start event

•

[Terminate] end event

MESSAGE START EVENT
A message start event is used to activate event sub-processes and can be triggered in one of the
following ways:
•

With a [Throw message] intermediate event. The [Throw message] event will trigger the
corresponding [Message start event] in the same process diagram,

•

as well as object or page event. For example, when you click a button or open a right-click
menu, a corresponding message is sent to the process of the corresponding object or page.
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[START MESSAGE] ELEMENT SETUP
On the [Start message] element setup page, copy the value of the [Which message event should start
the process?] field (Fig. 45) into the [Which message to generate?] field of the corresponding [Throw
message] event.
Fig. 45 Setup page of a message start event

NEXT
• Signal start event
•

[Terminate] end event

SIGNAL START EVENT
A signal start event is used to activate a process by a signal from another process or a system object.
This process element is activated by a [Throw signal] event in another process, or when adding,
editing, deleting records in a specified object. For example, the process can start automatically when a
new contact is added to the system.
Start message or signal events can be used to activate event sub-processes. These events are noninterrupting. It means that if an event sub-process is activated by a non-interrupting event, the main
process continues to run and does not wait for this sub-process to finish.

CATCHING A CUSTOM SIGNAL
To initiate a process by a custom signal, fill out the [Start signal] setup page (Fig. 46):
1.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Custom signal”.

2.

In the [Signal] field, specify the name of the custom signal to catch.
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Fig. 46 Custom signal parameters

CATCHING AN OBJECT SIGNAL
To initiate a process by an object signal, fill out the [Start signal] setup page (Fig. 47):
1.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Custom signal”.

2.

In the [Object] field, select the object that will generate the signal.

3.

In the [Which event should trigger the signal?] select the expected event:
a.

“Record added” – the signal will be triggered each time a new record is added in the
selected object.

b. “Record modified” – the signal will be triggered each time a record in the specified
object is edited. Specify the fields whose values must be modified for the record to be
considered “edited“. If changes in any field should trigger the event, select “In any field”
in the [Changes expected] field.

NOTE

If the process is run after a record is modified, select fields that must be modified. If changes in any
field should trigger the event, select “In any field” in the [Changes expected] field.

c.
4.

“Record deleted” – the signal will be triggered after a record is deleted in an object.

Use the filter to specify the properties of the record that (if added, modified or deleted) will
trigger the signal. For example, a process can be run automatically if a new contact of the
“Customer“ type is added.

NOTE

If the filter parameters are not set, then adding, modifying or deleting any record in the object will
trigger the signal.
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Fig. 47 Custom signal parameters

NEXT
• [Terminate] end event
SEE ALSO
• [Event sub-process] process element

[TERMINATE] END EVENT
The [Terminate] event must be the last element in the diagram of any process except page or object
processes.
When this event is initiated, it ends the current process instance, including other branches in the
process.
NEXT
• Process elements. Intermediate events
•

Process elements. Gateways

•

Process elements. Sub-processes

•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

PROCESS ELEMENTS. INTERMEDIATE EVENTS
The [Wait for message] and [Wait for signal] intermediate events will wait for the corresponding [Throw
message] or [Throw signal] event to occur, and then activate their outgoing flows.
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When an incoming flow is activated, intermediate catching events wait for the corresponding
throwing events ([Throw message] or [Throw signal]) and then activate their outgoing sequence flows.
The [Wait for timer] intermediate event is used to pause the process for a certain period of time. For
example, an employee can receive payment notification after a certain time.
CONTENTS
• [Wait for message] process element
•

[Wait for signal] process element

•

[Wait for timer] process element

•

[Throw message] process element

•

[Throw signal] process element

[WAIT FOR MESSAGE] PROCESS ELEMENT
An intermediate catching message (Fig. 48) is activated by a corresponding throwing message. Only a
message generated inside the current process can be received.
Fig. 48 Using the [Wait for message] process element

For example, after issuing an invoice to a customer, the process will wait for the “Invoice paid” event
and then perform the next user task.
After the incoming flow is activated, the selected process item waits for the corresponding message.
When the message is received, the catching event activates its outgoing flow.
Specify the name of the message that the [Wait for message] event will catch in the [Which message
should be received?] field. (Fig. 49). When this message is received, the outgoing sequence flow will be
activated.
Fig. 49 The [Wait for message] element setup page

NEXT
• [Wait for signal] process element
•

[Wait for timer] process element

•

[Throw message] process element
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•

[Throw signal] process element

[WAIT FOR SIGNAL] PROCESS ELEMENT
Intermediate catching signal (Fig. 50) can be activated by a custom signal. It can also react to the
modifying or deleting of records in the specified object. For example, the opportunity stage was
changed. After catching a signal that an opportunity was modified, the signal element activates its
outgoing flows.
Fig. 50 Intermediate catching signal

CATCHING A CUSTOM SIGNAL
The “Custom signal” mode is selected if the element is waiting for a custom signal to be thrown in the
current process or another.
Fill out the [Wait for signal] element setup page (Fig. 51).
Fig. 51 Custom signal parameters

1.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Custom signal”.

2.

In the [Signal] field, specify the name of the custom signal to catch.

CATCHING AN OBJECT SIGNAL
To continue a process after receiving an object signal, fill out the [Wait for signal] element setup page
(Fig. 52).
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Fig. 52 Object signal parameters

1.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Object signal”.

2.

Specify record ID. The signal will be activated if the record is modified.

3.

In the [Object] field, select the object that will generate the signal. To catch a signal from an
activity record, select the “Activity” object.

4.

Select the event that will trigger the signal. Select ”Record modified” in the [Which event should
trigger the signal?] field.

5.

Specify the filter conditions that the modified record must meet. Using the filter area, you can
limit the list of columns that, when modified, will trigger the signal.

NOTE

If the filter is not set, the signal will be triggered on any modification of record.

NEXT
• [Wait for timer] process element
•

[Throw message] process element

•

[Throw signal] process element
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[WAIT FOR TIMER] PROCESS ELEMENT
The [Wait for timer] intermediate event is used to pause the process for a certain period of time.
When activated, the element will wait until the specified period of time expires and then activates its
outgoing flows.
The time period is specified on the [Wait for timer] element setup page (Fig. 53) in seconds.
Fig. 53 The [Wait for element] element setup page

This field is filled in using the parameter value window.
NEXT
• [Throw message] process element
•

[Throw signal] process element

SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

[THROW MESSAGE] PROCESS ELEMENT
The intermediate throwing message broadcasts the specified message within the current process when
triggered.
This triggers all [Wait for message] elements within the process that are set to catch the specified
message. After broadcasting the message, the [Throw message] element activates its outgoing flows.
The message cannot be sent to a different process.
The message is specified in the [Which message to generate?] field on the element setup page
(Fig. 54).
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Fig. 54 The [Throw message] element setup page

NEXT
• [Throw signal] process element

[THROW SIGNAL] PROCESS ELEMENT
An intermediate throwing signal works in the same manner as an intermediate throwing message.
Unlike the message event, the signal is sent to all active processes in the system. If the intermediate
throwing signal event is triggered:
•

In all active processes, all catching signals that have the selected signal indicated in their
properties will be triggered;

•

All processes that are activated by this start throwing signal will be initiated.

The signal is specified in the [Which signal is generated?] field on the element setup page (Fig. 55).
Fig. 55 The [Throw signal] element setup page

NEXT
• Process elements. Gateways
•

Process elements. Sub-processes

•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

SEE ALSO
• [Wait for message] process element
•

[Wait for signal] process element

•

[Wait for timer] process element
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•

[Throw message] process element

PROCESS ELEMENTS. GATEWAYS
Gateways are used to manage the flow of a process and to converge and diverge the sequence flows
in particular.
Sequence flow divergence occurs in the following cases:
•

Alternative paths of the process flow exist;

•

Two or more stages of a process must be executed simultaneously.

Sequence flow convergence is used when a certain stage of a process must begin after several process
branches are executed.
The logic of converging and diverging differs depending on the type of the gateway used.
For converging and diverging sequence flows any type of gateway can be used. For converging flows
it is recommended to use the same type of gateway that was used earlier in the process for diverging.
CONTENTS
• Exclusive gateway (OR)
•

Inclusive gateway (OR)

•

Parallel gateway (AND)

•

Exclusive event-based gateway

EXCLUSIVE GATEWAY (OR)
The [Exclusive gateway (OR)] is used when only one of the parallel flows in the process can be selected,
for example, you can offer a discount or standard price to a customer (Fig. 56).
Fig. 56 Diverging exclusive gateway

In this case only one of the two actions can be executed.
When diverging, an exclusive gateway usually requires an outgoing default flow. Default flow is
activated when it is impossible to activate at least one of the conditional flows.
The converging exclusive gateway is used to merge several parallel flows. In this case every incoming
sequence flow is routed to a single outgoing flow.
For example, after delivery conditions were offered to the customer (either with or without a discount),
a quotation must be prepared (Fig. 57).
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Fig. 57 Converging exclusive gateway

When the converging [Exclusive gateway (OR)] is used, the process will continue after either of the
incoming flows is activated.
NEXT
• Inclusive gateway (OR)
•

Parallel gateway (AND)

•

Exclusive event-based gateway

SEE ALSO
• Conditional flow
•

Default Flow

INCLUSIVE GATEWAY (OR)
You can use the inclusive gateway to create the alternative flows in the process that can be executed
concurrently. When diverging, an inclusive gateway activates the conditional flows whose conditions
are met. One or several outgoing flows can be activated.
For example, if the account annual revenue is 100000 or more, it is considered a large customer, and if
its annual revenue is more than 200000, then this customer is considered VIP (Fig. 58).
Fig. 58 Diverging inclusive gateway

If the customer annual revenue is 150000, it will be classified as a large customer. If the customer
annual revenue is more than 200000, it will be added to the large customers group and also have VIP
status. In case the annual revenue is less than 100,000, the default flow is used.
The diverging inclusive gateway element requires an outgoing default flow. The default flow is
activated when it is impossible to activate at least one of the conditional flows.
A converging inclusive gateway works in the same way as a converging exclusive gateway.
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NEXT
• Parallel gateway (AND)
•

Exclusive event-based gateway

SEE ALSO
• Conditional flow
•

Default Flow

PARALLEL GATEWAY (AND)
When diverging, a parallel gateway is used to create several parallel flows in a process. For example,
after a contract draft has been prepared, it must be agreed upon by both the company lawyer and
CEO (Fig. 59).
Fig. 59 Diverging parallel gateway

In this case, after the “Prepare contract” user task, the “Agree with lawyer” and “Agree with CEO” user
tasks will begin simultaneously.
You can also use the [Parallel gateway (AND)] for converging several parallel flows in one, if the
execution of all parallel flows is necessary for continuing the process. For example, the contract can be
signed only after it has been agreed with the lawyer and company CEO (Fig. 60).
Fig. 60 Diverging parallel gateway

In this case, the “Sign contract” user task will start only after both the “Agree with lawyer” and “Agree
with CEO” user tasks are completed. The process will not continue unless both tasks are completed.
When converging, a parallel gateway is used with the sequence flows.
NEXT
• Exclusive event-based gateway
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SEE ALSO
• Default Flow

EXCLUSIVE EVENT-BASED GATEWAY
An exclusive event-based gateway is used to branch a process when alternative paths are determined
by events (various messages or signals) rather than by conditional flows.
This can happen when the decision about one of the alternative paths is taken by someone outside of
the process. For example, a signing contract process expects a signal regarding a client's decision
during the negotiation process. Further development of the process depends on this decision (Fig. 61).
Fig. 61 Exclusive event-based gateway

Depending on which event occurs first, the process will take the corresponding path. In the mentioned
example, if the customer agreed to the conditions, the process will proceed with the “Sign contract”
user task, and if the customer refuses – the process will end. In any case, only the expected event that
occurs first will be processed, and all subsequent events will be considered no longer valid.
Outgoing flows for the exclusive event-based gateway are sequence flows. The gateway is used in
conjunction with intermediate catching events: [Wait for message] or [Wait for signal].
When the first catching event is triggered, the gateway ignores any other expected events.
NEXT
• Process elements. Sub-processes
•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

SEE ALSO
• Conditional flow
•

Sequence Flow

•

[Wait for message] process element

•

[Wait for signal] process element

PROCESS ELEMENTS. SUB-PROCESSES
The elements in the [Sub-processes] group are used to execute business processes as part of other
business processes.
The [Sub-process] element is used to run a separate process as an action of another process.
The [Event sub-process] element is used to run a certain process sequence each time a certain
message or a signal is thrown within the parent process.
CONTENTS
• [Sub-process] element
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•

[Event sub-process] process element

[SUB-PROCESS] ELEMENT
A sub-process is a process that is included within another process. As a rule, sub-processes are used
when an existing process must be executed within another process.
For example, the “Signing contract” process includes the “Agreeing on a contract” sub-process
(Fig. 62).
Fig. 62 Collapsed sub-process

A sub-process must have an incoming flow, otherwise it will not be activated.
When the incoming sequence flow is activated, the start event of the sub-process is triggered. When
the sub-process is completed, the outgoing sequence flow activates the next element in the parent
process.
In the [Process] field of the element setup page, select an earlier created process that must be run as
a sub-process (Fig. 63).
Fig. 63 The [Sub-process] element setup page

– opens the process, selected as a sub-process in a new process designer window.
[Process] – A process that is executed as a sub-process.
[Name] – sub-process name used for identification by the system.
[Enable logging] – select this checkbox to enable the process execution in the [Process log] section.
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[Serialize in DB] – select this checkbox to save parameter values for the running process in the
database.
The [Parameters] tab contains the list of parameters of the process selected as a sub-process.
NEXT
• [Event sub-process] process element

[EVENT SUB-PROCESS] PROCESS ELEMENT
An event sub-process is initiated by an intermediate throwing event, [Throw message] or [Throw
signal], at any stage of the parent process. For example, the customer can modify the order at any
stage of order processing (Fig. 64).
Fig. 64 Using an event sub-process

In this case, the event sub-process for modifying the order is initiated whenever the customer decides
to modify the order.
Event sub-processes cannot have incoming or outgoing sequence flows.
NEXT
• Process elements. Flows and connecting objects
SEE ALSO
• [Throw signal] process element
•

[Throw message] process element

PROCESS ELEMENTS. FLOWS AND CONNECTING OBJECTS
Flows and connecting objects are used to display relationships between user tasks and other process
elements. The following types of flows are used in bpm’online: sequence flows, default flows and
conditional flows.
CONTENTS
• Sequence Flow
•

Conditional flow

•

Default Flow

SEE ALSO
• How to work with elements and flows
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SEQUENCE FLOW
Sequence Flow is used to define the order of execution for actions. For example, a contract must be
approved and then signed by the parties (Fig. 65).
Fig. 65 Sequence flow

Moving down the sequence flow is performed after the source process element is completed.
Any process element can have more than one outgoing sequence flow. In this case, moving down all
outgoing flows is simultaneous. Using multiple outgoing sequence flows is equal to using a parallel
gateway.
NEXT
• Conditional flow
•

Default Flow

SEE ALSO
• How to add flows and connecting objects
•

Parallel gateway (AND)

CONDITIONAL FLOW
Moving down the conditional flow is done upon fulfilling the condition specified for a flow. For
example, if a customer is interested in your products or services, the relevant information must be
forwarded to them (Fig. 66).
Fig. 66 Conditional flow

Conditions for gateways are set in the same manner. If a process element (for example, “Perform task”)
is connected to a gateway with a sequence flow, then when you add conditional flows between this
gateway and subsequent process elements, it is necessary to specify the conditions for moving down
these flows.

CONDITIONS OF FLOWS
Depending on the element they originate from, the conditional flows can be assigned conditions by
selecting a preset condition in the element setup window of a conditional flow, or specifying a custom
condition using a formula.
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Selecting a condition from the list
When you add an outbound conditional flow to an action, such as [Perform task], you can select task
results as a condition for activating this conditional flow. In the same way, you can select a column to
generate the list of results for conditional flows when adding an [Open edit page] element. The
selected option will be used as a condition for activating this conditional flow (Fig. 67).
Fig. 67 Selecting a condition for a conditional flow

NOTE

Possible results of the [Perform task] element are stored in the [Activity results] lookup. The list of
possible options depends on the type of activity.

In this case only one of the outgoing conditional flows can be activated, as with an exclusive gateway.

Using a formula to create a condition
If a conditional flow originates from any process element whose results cannot be determined by the
value in a certain column, you need to specify the condition using parameter value window. Formulas
are also used for conditional flows outgoing from gateways.
When you add such a conditional flow, the [Formula] element card is opened. Use it to set conditions
for moving down this flow ().
When a formula is used to set conditions for conditional flows, the result of the formula is treated as a
Boolean value. The logic is the same as that of the standard [Formula] element whose value is passed
to a parameter with the boolean data type.
NEXT
• Default Flow
SEE ALSO
• How to add flows and connecting objects
•

[Formula] process element
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•

Exclusive gateway (OR)

•

[Task] process element

•

[Call] process element

DEFAULT FLOW
Moving down a default flow is done when it is impossible to move down any of the conditional flows.
For example, by default products are sold to the customer at a standard price, but for large orders the
customer can get a discount (Fig. 68).
Fig. 68 Default flow

A default flow is used when there is at least one conditional flow outgoing from the same process
element.
As a rule, source process elements for a default flow are gateways, but activities can be used as well.
SEE ALSO
• How to add flows and connecting objects
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PROCESS DESIGNER HOT KEYS
Working with the process designer can be simplified if you use "hot keys" — special keyboard
shortcuts.
The table below lists keyboard shortcuts that you can use in the process designer.
Hot keys

Notes

Ctrl + C

Copy selected process element

Ctrl + V

Paste selected item to the diagram.

Ctrl + A

Select all processes on the process diagram

Ctrl + F

Search for process elements.

Ctrl + Enter
F1

Run Process
Open help

Ctrl + L

Open process log

Ctrl + K

Show source code

Ctrl + M

Show metadata

Del

Delete selected element (element group)

SEE ALSO
• How to create business processes
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HOW TO CREATE BUSINESS PROCESSES
You can build BPMN 2.0 business processes of any complexity with the help of the PROCESS
DESIGNER. A business process diagram can contain:
•

Branches and sub-processes;

•

Elements that are executed automatically by the system;

•

Events that automatically start other business processes.

This chapter describes how to set up the most common business processes.

ATTENTION

The following business process design cases cover the functions in bpm'online sales. The case designer
is identical in all bpm’online products but the system sections available in your configuration may
differ from those used as examples in this document.

CONTENTS
• How to add a new business process
•

How to work with elements and flows

•

Process setup

•

Process parameters

•

Designing a linear process

•

How to design a linear process

•

How to work with emails

•

How to create and modify records with a process

•

How to use sub-processes

•

How to use events

•

How to use custom pages

•

Process setup examples
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How to add a new business process

HOW TO ADD A NEW BUSINESS PROCESS
The Process Designer is used to create business process in bpm’online.
To add a new business process:
1.

Click the

to open the System Designer.

2.

Click [Process library].

3.

Click the [New process] button (Fig. 69). The Designer will be displayed.
Fig. 69 Adding a business process
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HOW TO WORK WITH ELEMENTS AND FLOWS
Add process elements to the working area to build a new business process.
Process elements are described in detail in separate chapters.
CONTENTS
• How to add an element to a process
•

How to add flows and connecting objects

•

How to select multiple elements

SEE ALSO
• Process designer interface
•

Process elements

HOW TO ADD AN ELEMENT TO A PROCESS
To add an element to a process, drag it from the element area to the working area of the Process
Designer (Fig. 70).
Fig. 70 Adding a process element to the working area

If the element contour is on the same vertical or horizontal axis as any other element in the working
area, alignment lines will appear (Fig. 71).
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Fig. 71 Alignment lines

If a process element is placed on a flow that connects two other elements, this flow will be split into two
flows to encompass the new element (Fig. 72).
Fig. 72 Adding a process element to a sequence flow

HOW TO ADD FLOWS AND CONNECTING OBJECTS
Select an element from which a new flow will originate. A menu with available flows will appear next to
the selected element. The available flows depend on the selected element. The simple start event, for
example, can only have outbound sequence flows. The [User actions] and [System actions] elements
can have outgoing conditional flows, sequence flows and default flows.
Each flow must have a source and target element.
To add a sequence flow:
1.

Select a source element.

2.

Click the needed flow (Fig. 73).
Fig. 73 Selecting an outgoing flow

3.

Hold down the left mouse button and move the cursor to the target element. The possible
target points for the incoming flow will appear in the center and along the element contour
(Fig. 74).
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Fig. 74 Connecting a flow to the target element

4.

Place the cursor on one of the target points and release the left mouse button.
As a result, the source element and the specified point of the target element will be connected
with the selected flow.

SEE ALSO
• Sequence Flow
•

Conditional flow

•

Default Flow

•

Process elements. User actions

•

Process elements. System actions

•

Process elements. Start and end events

HOW TO SELECT MULTIPLE ELEMENTS
You can also select multiple elements on the diagram.
To select multiple elements, click on individual elements while holding down the Ctrl keyboard key
(Fig. 75).
Fig. 75 Selecting elements on the process diagram

A frame will appear around the selected elements. You can move or delete all elements enclosed in
the frame (Fig. 76).
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Fig. 76 Moving selected elements

NOTE

You can also drag-select multiple elements on the process diagram by holding the left mouse button
and dragging a box around the required elements.

How to delete an element
To delete a process element, select it and click the

button.
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PROCESS SETUP
A business process has a number of properties available on the [Settings] tab of the process setup
page (Fig. 77). To open the business process setup page, click anywhere on the working area of the
Process Designer.
Fig. 77 Business process settings page

[Caption] – the title of the business process displayed in the system interface. The caption is displayed
at the top if the setup page and at the top of the working area.
[Code] – the internal name of the business process, used by the system to identify the business
process. The default code is generated automatically, but you can edit it. The code can only contain
Latin characters and numbers and cannot contain any special characters.
[Tag] – tags used to filter and identify processes. If the process is marked with the “Business Process”
tag, it becomes available in the [Process library] section.
[Process description] – additional information about the process.
[Package] – the package that contains the process schema.
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[Maximum number of repetitions] – a limit for how many times an element can be repeatedly executed
within a single process instance. The purpose of this setting is to avoid infinite process looping. If the
limit is reached on any element, the process will automatically stop.
[Active] – uneditable. To deactivate and activate processes, use the actions of the [Process library]
section.
[Enable logging] – enables process execution in the [Process log] section.
[Serialize in DB] – saves parameter values for the running process in the database. Serialization is used
for long processes. For example, if a new activity is created in the process and should be completed
only after a certain period of time, all process parameters will be saved and the process can be
resumed any time, even when you log out of the system.
If you clear the [Serialize in DB] checkbox, then the process parameters will be saved, but not in the
database.

ATTENTION

If you add elements to the process that have the [Serialize in DB] checkbox selected, then this
checkbox will automatically be selected for the whole process.

[Force compile] – forces compile during the next save. The process will be compiled on saving. New
processes do not need to be compiled. This option is designed for compatibility with business
processes created in earlier versions of bpm'online.
NEXT
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PROCESS PARAMETERS
Process parameters represent input and output data for processes and their elements. Process
parameters are used to exchange information between different processes, as well as between
elements within the same process. There are incoming and outgoing parameters.
For example, when a meeting sub-process is launched (Fig. 78), the contact for which the opportunity
has been registered in the parent process (Fig. 79) can be passed to the incoming parameter of the
sub-process.
Fig. 78 The meeting process used as a sub-process

Fig. 79 The parent process

The meeting sub-process can then be either completed successfully or not.
You can configure process parameters on the [Parameters] tab of the process setup page.
Process element parameters determine the behavior of process elements. For example, the [Preform
task] element contains such parameters as [Subject], [Owner], [Duration], etc. You can specify element
parameters using the parameter value window, which opens if you double-click the element.
CONTENTS
• How to add a parameter to a process
•

How to modify a process parameter

•

How to delete a parameter

•

How to work with parameter values

SEE ALSO
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HOW TO ADD A PARAMETER TO A PROCESS
You can add custom parameters to a process and later use those values in other elements, as well as in
parent processes and sub-processes. For example, the contact of an opportunity created while running
the parent process can be passed to the “Meeting contact” parameter of a meeting sub-process.
To add a parameter to a process:
1.

Open the process in the Process Designer.

2.

Double-click on the working area of the Process Designer. The process setup page will open.

3.

Click the [Add parameter] button on the [Parameters] tab (Fig. 80).
Fig. 80 Adding parameters to a process

4.

Select the parameter type. For example, select the “Lookup” data type (Fig. 81) for the
parameter that will contain the name of the contact specified in an opportunity.
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Fig. 81 Selecting parameter type

5.

Specify the parameter properties (Fig. 82).
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Fig. 82 Specifying properties of a process parameter

a.

Enter the parameter name.

b. The parameter code will be generated automatically in the system. You can modify the
code, if necessary.
c.

The [Data type] field value is filled in automatically. You can modify the code, if
necessary.

d. If the “Lookup” data type is selected, specify the lookup object, which contains
parameter values. For example, if the parameter value is a contact, select the “Contact”
lookup.
e.

6.

Specify the process parameter value. The parameter value is specified with the help of
the parameter value window. The parameter value can be a constant or a value passed
from a different parameter.

Save the parameter.

NEXT
• How to modify a process parameter
•

How to delete a parameter

•

How to work with parameter values
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SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window

HOW TO MODIFY A PROCESS PARAMETER
To modify process parameter values:
1.

Open the process in the process designer.

2.

Double-click on the working area of the process designer. The process setup page will open.

3.

Click the

4.

button next to the parameter name.

Select the [Edit] command (Fig. 83).
Fig. 83 Modifying process parameter

5.

Make the changes and click the [Save] button.

ATTENTION

Modifying a parameter will disrupt all currently running instances of the processes that use it.

NEXT
• How to delete a parameter
•

How to work with parameter values

HOW TO DELETE A PARAMETER
To delete a parameter from a process:
1.

Open the process from which a parameter must be deleted.

2.

Double-click on the working area of the Process Designer. The process setup page will open.

3.

Click the
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4.

Select the [Delete] command (Fig. 84).
Fig. 84 Deleting process parameter

ATTENTION

Deleting a parameter will disrupt all currently running instances of the processes that use it.

NEXT
• How to work with parameter values

HOW TO WORK WITH PARAMETER VALUES
Process element parameters determine the information exchange within the process. Parameters can
be used to exchange information between process elements, fill out fields of pages and objects, store
intermediate information and process element execution results. When used in conditional flows,
element parameters can be used to control the process flow.
There are two general categories of parameter values in bpm’online process designer:
•

Constant values that are specified during the business process design stage. Constant values
will not be changed during the process execution.

•

Calculated values that are calculated base on the input received during the process flow and
are different for different process instances.

There the following types of parameters:
•

Text – a parameter whose value is a text string that can represent a constant value or a value
generated during the process flow.

•

Numeric – an integer, or decimal value. Can be constant or dynamic.

•

Boolean – logical “yes”/”no” value.

•

Lookup – a parameter whose value is a value from a system lookup. Can be constant or
dynamic.
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•

Date and time – a parameter whose value is a certain date or date and time. Can be constant
or dynamic.

•

Unique identifier – a record or process element UId used to maintain integrity of connections
within the business process.

To set the parameter value in a process, use the menu available in the corresponding parameter field.
The menu contains types of values that can be accepted by the current parameter. For example, the
[Account] parameter of a [Perform task] process element can accept a lookup value from the
[Account] lookup or a value from another lookup parameter that uses this lookup.
Use the menu to:
•

Set a constant parameter value that will not be changed during the process flow.

•

Set a parameter value that needs to be obtained from a different parameter of a process or
process element.

•

Use the formula window to implement specific functions using C#.

CONTENTS
• How to specify parameter values
•

How to specify constant parameter values

•

How to acquire parameter values from other process elements

•

How to map a process parameter

•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

Process creation designer formulas syntax

HOW TO SPECIFY PARAMETER VALUES
The items available in the parameter value menu depend on the type of parameter and the process
element in which the parameter is used. Click the
open the parameter value menu (Fig. 85).

button in the corresponding parameter field to

Fig. 85 Parameter value menu for the “Who performs the task?” field (the [Owner] parameter) of the
[Perform task] element

The parameter value menu can contain:
•

[Process parameter] – select another parameter whose value can be passed to the current
parameter.

•

[Lookup value] – open lookup window and select a lookup value to be used as the parameter
value.
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•

[Current user contact] – system variable that returns the contact of the user who ran the
process. Use this option to assign activities, contacts, accounts and other records to the user
who runs the business process.

•

[Current user account] – system variable that returns the account that is specified in the
[Account] field of the contact of the user who ran the process. This is useful if the company has
a complex organizational structure with multiple offices and subsidiaries.

•

[Date and time] – contains options for specifying date and time as the parameter value, as well
as options to specify current date (current date and time). Current date and time value will be
generated automatically at the moment the process (for process parameters) or process
element (for process element parameters) starts its execution.

•

[Boolean value] – contains two values that boolean parameters can have: “True” or “False”. For
example, a boolean parameter can be used to specify whether the [Lead management]
process should be run after a new lead is created by the current business process.

•

[System setting] – can be used to specify the value of a system setting as the parameter value.
The data type of the system setting must match the type of the parameter.

•

[Formula] – opens the parameter value window that can be used to implement specific
parameter values using C#.

NEXT
• How to specify constant parameter values
•

How to acquire parameter values from other process elements

•

How to map a process parameter

•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

Process creation designer formulas syntax

HOW TO SPECIFY CONSTANT PARAMETER VALUES
Constant parameter values are text strings, numbers, dates and lookup values. For example, you can
select a specific contact who will be the owner of a task created if the flow of the process. To specify a
constant parameter value using lookups:
1.

Select an element whose parameter value must be specified. For example, to specify a contact
as the owner of a task, select the corresponding [Perform task] element.

2.

Click the

button in the [Who performs the task] field in the properties area. (Fig. 86).

Fig. 86 Opening the parameter value menu for the “Who performs the task?” field
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3.

In the parameter value menu, select the [Lookup value] command. The [Contact] lookup will
open (Fig. 87).
Fig. 87 Selecting a contact from the lookup

4.

Double-click the required contact and save the changes.

NEXT
• How to acquire parameter values from other process elements
•

How to map a process parameter

•

Process creation designer formulas syntax

HOW TO ACQUIRE PARAMETER VALUES FROM OTHER PROCESS ELEMENTS
Parameters can take their values from other parameters. The process of linking one parameter to
another is called “mapping”. For example, if the process is triggered by an object signal event, you can
map other parameters of that process to the parameter of the initial signal that contains the modified
record.
To acquire a parameter value from another process element:
1.

Double-click the required process element in the working area of the designer, for example, the
[Perform task].

2.

Click the
button in the needed field of the properties area to change its value. For example,
click this button in the [Account] field of the [Perform task] element setup page to connect a
task to an account.

3.

In the parameter value menu, select [Process parameter]. In the opened parameter window,
select the element that contains the needed parameter.

4.

Select the parameter that will be used as the source and double-click it (Fig. 88).
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Fig. 88 Selecting a process parameter as a source

5.

Save the changes.
As a result, the parameter value will be passed to the process element.

NOTE

The parameter page will display only compatible parameters. For example, the source of the [Account]
parameter can only be a lookup parameter whose value is an account. Date and time parameters can
only be mapped to other date and time parameters, etc.

NEXT
• How to map a process parameter
•

Process creation designer formulas syntax

HOW TO MAP A PROCESS PARAMETER
You can map a process parameter to a compatible parameter of a process element or sub-process.
For example, a single specific employee must be the owner of all activities throughout the sale process.
To do this:
1.

Open the business process with parameters that should be mapped.

2.

Select the [Perform task] element on the process diagram.

3.

In the [Who performs the task?] field of the properties area, click the
[Process parameter] in the parameter value menu.

buttons and select

NOTE

The parameter selection page will contain only compatible parameters. For example, the [Account]
parameter is compatible to lookup parameters whose value is an account. Date and time parameters
can only be mapped to other date and time parameters, etc.

4.

Go to the [Process parameters] tab of the parameter value window. The list of the parameters
of the current process will be displayed. Double-click the parameter that must be passed to the
element (Fig. 89).
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Fig. 89 Selecting a process parameter in the parameter value window

5.

Save the changes.

As a result the [Who performs the task?] field will be filled in with the contact specified in the mapped
parameter.
SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window
•

How to add a parameter to a process

•

Process creation designer formulas syntax

HOW TO WORK WITH THE PARAMETER VALUE WINDOW
The parameter value window (Fig. 90) opens when you click the [Process parameter] command in the
parameter value menu.
Fig. 90 Parameter value window
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The parameter value field displays the entered parameter value. This field also can be used to enter
parameter values manually (Fig. 91).

ATTENTION

Only constant values can be entered manually. Constant values are numbers and text strings. Text
strings must be enclosed in quotes ("").
Fig. 91 Parameter value entered manually

[Save] – saves changes and closes the parameter value window.
[Cancel] – closes the parameter value window without saving.
[Process elements] – selects a parameter of a different process element. The value of the current
parameter will be mapped to the selected parameter.
[Process parameters] – selects parameters of the current process. The value of the selected parameter
will be passed to the current parameter.
[System settings] – selects a system setting whose value will be passed to the current parameter.
[Lookup] – selects a lookup and a value from it to use as the current parameter value.
[System variables] – selects a system variable (such as current user name or current date and time)
whose value will be passed to the current parameter.

The [Functions] tab
The [Functions] tab contains the list of functions to use with the parameter values. A function is
performed for an expression, number or several numbers enclosed in parentheses.

NOTE

If you select any part of formula text and add a function, this text will be automatically enclosed in
parentheses of this function.

[RoundUp()] – Round to the greater integer number. If decimals are not equal to zero, the integer
number will be increased by 1. For example, “1,1” will be rounded to “2”.
[RoundOff()] – Round to the nearest integer number. For example, “1,4” will be rounded to “1”, and
“1,5” – to “2”.
[RoundDown()] – Round to the smaller integer number. For example, “1,9” will be rounded to “1”.
[Module()] – Obtain the module of a number. Use this function if the calculated number cannot be
negative. For example, a module can be used when calculating the difference between durations of
two tasks.
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[Minimum()], [Maximum()] – Select the minimum and maximum values accordingly. In parentheses,
enter compared numbers separated by commas. For example, “1” will be the result of the “Minimum(1,
2, 3)” function.
[Average()] – calculates the average of several numbers. In parentheses, enter the needed numbers
separated by commas. For example, “2” will be the result of the “Average(1, 2, 3)” function.
Functions can be performed for definite numbers as well as for variables or expressions. When working
with expressions, you can set the calculation order by using parentheses. For example,
“RoundOff(Average([#Task 1.Duration#], [#Task 2.Duration#]) * 1,2)”.
[RemainderAfterDivision()] – specifies the remainder after dividing one number by another. In
parentheses, enter a dividend and divisor separated by a comma. For example, “1” is the result of the
“RemainderAfterDivision(5, 2)” function.
[Day()] – Select a day of month from the data with the “Date/Time” or “Date” type. Use the [Date and
time] tab to specify the date value in the parenthesis or the [Process elements] and [Process
parameters] tab to specify the value of the process parameter or process item parameter. For example,
“18” will be the result of the “Day([#Date Value.4/18/2016#])” function.
[Month()] – Select a month from the data with the “Date/Time” or “Date” type. Use the [Date and time]
tab to specify the date value in the parenthesis or the [Process elements] and [Process parameters] tab
to specify the value of the process parameter or process item parameter. For example, the number of
the current month will be result of the “Month([#System Variable.Current Date Value#])” function.
[DayOfWeek()] – Select a number for a day of the week from the data with the “Date/Time” or “Date”
type. For example, “1” will be the result of the “DayOfWeek([#Date value.4/18/2016#])” function as this
date falls on Monday.
[Time()] – Select the value of time from the data with the “Date/Time” or “Time” type. For example, the
current time value will be the result of the “Time([#System Variable.Current Date and Time Value#])”
function.
[DayIsInRangeOfDate()] – Check whether the specified date falls within the specified period. For
example, the “[DayIsInRangeOfDate([#System Variable.Current Date Value#],[#Date Value.4/18/
2016#],5,3)]” function checks whether the current date falls within the range from April 13 to April 21,
2016. The boolean value is the result of the function.

The [Date and time] tab
Use this tab to specify any and/or time as the parameter values.
Only static date and time values can be specified.
[Select date] – adds a certain date-only value.
[Select time] – adds a certain time-only value.
[Select date and time] – adds a value for a certain time on a specific date.
SEE ALSO
• How to specify parameter values
•

How to specify constant parameter values

•
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•
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PROCESS CREATION DESIGNER FORMULAS SYNTAX
The formula window in the business process element settings enables you to solve many tasks without
developer involvement. The functions of the formula range from automatically generating email
message texts, determining the conditions for transitions between flows. Using formulas requires
knowledge of basic syntax rules, which are covered in this article.
CONTENTS
• Basic syntax rules
•

Syntax rules use cases

BASIC SYNTAX RULES
The formula syntax will be familiar to anyone who worked with C#. When entering formulas, it is
important to follow typing. If possible, use values of one type, for example, text values with text values,
numeric values with numeric values. Otherwise, you must convert values to the proper type.
In addition, we recommend you to familiarize yourself with the basic operators that will help to
implement complex conditions in your formulas.
""

Text strings must be enclosed in quotes.

+

Used to connect values.

==

Defines the equality of two values.

!=

Defines the inequality of two values.

<, >

Compares the two values (greater than, less than).

>=, <=

Compares the two values (greater or equal, less or equal.

&&

Boolean “And”.

||

Boolean “Or”.

true, false

Boolean values “True” and “False”.

\n, <br>

Text line wrap.

SYNTAX RULES USE CASES
In most cases working with the syntax formulas requires more than just proper placement of characters
and quotes. To solve specific tasks, you must also use simple functions and properties.
NEXT
• How to build a complex text
•

How to use different types of data

•

How to use date and time parameters

•

How to work with lookup parameters and conditional flows

How to build a complex text
The [Formula] field is usually used to generate variable text.
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EXAMPLE

Use a formula to generate a header for the activity to compile product bundle. The header text
must contain the product and the customer for whom the bundle is compiled.
To do this, add the [Read data] element parameters and constant text values to the formula:
"Compile bundle" + [#Read products.First element of the resulting collection.Name#] + "for
customer" + [#Read account data.First element of the resulting collection.Name#]

NOTE

Add spaces between static data and quotation marks "” to separate the resulting text.

EXAMPLE

Copy a complex text to the [Recommendation for filling in the page] business process element
To solve the task, use the \n text wrapping character as follows:
“1. Make an appointment with the manager. \n2. Discuss the deal tactics with the manager.”
Thus, you can wrap either textual lines or other formula window parameters. The wrapping character
must always be placed in parentheses “ ”.

NOTE

To wrap the text lines you can also use the “<br>” HTML tag.

How to use different types of data
When working with the [Formula] element, use a single type of data. There is no need to memorize the
typification — on the formula edit page, the data type of each parameter is marked with:
— element Id;
— numeric;
— fractional;
— text;
— lookup value;
— time and date value.

EXAMPLE

Use a formula to generate a header for the activity to compile product bundle. Specify the
product name, customer and the date of product compilation.
In this case, the compilation date parameter cannot be added in the usual way. To do this, you need to
convert the date value to the text value:
"Compile bundle" + [#Read products.First element of the resulting collection.Name#] + “ for
customer " + [#Read account data.The first element of the resulting collection.Name#] + ", due
date " + ([#Read order.First element of the resulting collection.Planned date of
completion#]).ToString()
To convert the [#Read order.The first element of the resulting collection.Planned date of completion#]
parameter, enclose it in parentheses and add the .ToString() property. In this case, the business
process will work correctly.
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How to use date and time parameters
To execute business processes with the use of operations with date and time, you can use the C#
DateTime structure. The main characteristics and methods are as follows:
.Date

Returns the date value of the selected parameter.

.Hour

Returns the hours value of the selected date parameter.

DateTime.MinValue

The minimum value of date and time, 00:00, UTC, January 1, 0001.

.TotalMinutes

Returns the full date and time value in minutes.

.TotalHours

Returns the full date and time value in hours.

.TotalDays

Returns the full date and time value in days.

.AddMinutes(),
.AddHours(),
.AddDays()

Increase the selected value of the date and time for a certain number of
minutes, hours or days.

EXAMPLE

In the lead qualification process, before transitioning between conditional flows, the system
must check whether the decision date field is filled in.
To check whether a date field is filled in, use the != operator and the DateTime.MinValue parameter:
[#Read Lead data after Qualification.First element of the resulting collection.Decision
date#]!=DateTime.MinValue

EXAMPLE

To transition between conditional flows, the system must compare closing dates of two
opportunities.
To compare two date values, use the == operator and the .Date property:
[#Read opportunity data 1.First element of the resulting collection.Closing date#].Date
== [#Read opportunity data 2.First element of the resulting collection.Closing date#].Date

EXAMPLE

During the execution of the business process, it is necessary to calculate the time it took to
close the opportunity.
If you need to calculate the difference between two date values, use the following construct:
RoundOff(([#Read opportunity data.First element of the resulting collection.Closing
date#]-[#Read opportunity data.First element of the resulting collection.Creation
date#]).TotalMinutes)
In the formula window, select the [RoundOff] function and fill it in with the necessary process element
parameters, in our case, the difference of values, and then add the .TotalMinutes property. As a result,
you will get the elapsed time in minutes. Use the .TotalHours or .TotalDays properties to obtain same
result in hours or days.

EXAMPLE

To transition between conditional flows in a business process, you must determine whether the
lead was generated more than 12 hours ago.
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To do this, add the .TotalHours property to the element parameter, enclose the parameter value in
parentheses, and then compare it with a numeric value:
Round(([#System variable.Current date and time#]-[#Read lead data.First element of the
resulting collection.Creation date#]).TotalHours) > 12
When working with date and time parameters, you can also use .AddMinutes(), .AddHours() and
.AddDays() functions to increment the time and date to a certain value. For example, you can bring the
date and time value to user’s time zone when using the [Read data] element.

NOTE

In bpm'online the "Date/Time" type data is stored in UTC. The [Read data] element does not adjust this
data to the current user’s time zone.

EXAMPLE

When performing lead registration business process, you need to set the call time to 3 hours
after the lead creation.
To do this, add the number of hours in the .AddHours() value:
([#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Creation date#].AddHours(3)).Hour

How to work with lookup parameters and conditional flows
The functionality of the [Formula] element in a conditional flow is same as in other process elements.
That is, the basic rules and operators are relevant. Conditional flows are used to transition to the next
process element, if transition conditions are met.
Often, values of the lookup parameters must be compared with a specific lookup value.

EXAMPLE

Check whether an opportunity is on the “Commercial offer” stage of the corporate business
process.
To do this, compare the current opportunity stage in the conditional flow with the value in the lookup:
[#Read
opportunity
data.First
element
of
collection.Stage#]==[#Lookup.OpportunityStage.Commercial offer#]

the

resulting

EXAMPLE

A conditional flow must be activated if the lead contact lookup field is filled in.
To check whether the lookup field is filled in, use the following condition:
[#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Contact#]!= Guid.Empty
Transition must occur if the lead contact lookup field is not filled in, use the following construct:
[[#Read lead data.First element of the resulting collection.Contact#]==Guid.Empty

EXAMPLE

A transition in the invoice approval must check whether the approval has been acquired.
To do this, use the following condition:
[#Invoice approval.Result,#] = = "Approved"
In this case, the approval result is checked.
Please note, that there may be several solutions of this case. For example, you can use a more complex
structure:
[#Invoice approval.Result#] = = "Rejected" || [#Invoice approval.Result#] = = "Approval
pending”
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In this case, the system checks whether the approval status is not “Rejected” or “Approval pending”.

EXAMPLE

A conditional flow in a sale process must be activated if the presentation has been conducted.
To check the status of your presentation, use the following structure:
[#Give presentation.Result,#] = = true
If the presentation has not been conducted, the conditional flow will not be activated.
SEE ALSO
• How to work with the parameter value window
•

How to specify constant parameter values

•

How to acquire parameter values from other process elements

•

How to map a process parameter
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DESIGNING A LINEAR PROCESS
By default, a new process diagram contains start and end events connected with a sequence flow
(Fig. 92).
Fig. 92 Basic items in a process diagram

A process is a sequence of steps performed one after another.

EXAMPLE

As part of a process, an employee needs to call a customer and appoint a meeting. After this
the employee must schedule and conduct a meeting and then email the meeting summary to
the meeting participants.
In bpm'online these three activities can be placed one after another in a sequence flow. Activities can
be created with the [Perform task] and [Write email] elements.
CONTENTS
• How to add sequential steps
•

How to acquire parameter values from other process elements

SEE ALSO
• [Task] process element
•

[Write email] process element

•

How to work with elements and flows

HOW TO ADD SEQUENTIAL STEPS
To add sequential steps to a linear process:
1.

Place the [Perform task] element on the sequence flow (Fig. 93).
Fig. 93 [Perform task] element in the process diagram

2.

Specify task parameters on the element setup page (Fig. 94).
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Fig. 94 The [Perform task] element setup page

a.

In the [What should be done?] field, enter the task subject that will be displayed in the
calendar.

b. In the [Task category] field, select “Call“.
c.

In the [Start in] field, enter the time to start the activity. For the start date to match the
due date, set the "0" value.

d. In the [Planned duration] field, specify the default duration of the task.
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e.

Select the [Show in calendar] checkbox.

f.

To enable automatic opening of the activity page, select the [Show page automatically]
checkbox.

g. Specify the task owner. By default, the system variable, “Current user contact“, is
specified as the value of the [Owner] parameter, meaning that the user who runs the
business process will be assigned as the task owner.
h.

In the [Hint for user], specify the text displayed on the task page.

NOTE

Activities created by business processes can be modified by editing the corresponding fields on the
activity page.

3.

Add other process items in the same manner. Add another [Perform task] element on the
diagram to schedule a meeting with the customer and then add the [Write email] process
element for sending the meeting summary by email (Fig. 95).
Fig. 95 Linear process

4.

Save the process.

After running this process, a “Call customer“ task will be added to the calendar. When the user
completes the task, the “Conduct meeting“ task will be added. After the meeting task is flagged as
completed, an email page will open. The process will end after the email has been sent.

NOTE

The email message parameter setup is covered in the “How to work with emails“ article.

NEXT
• How to acquire parameter values from other process elements
SEE ALSO
• Process elements. Start and end events
•

Sequence Flow

•

[Write email] process element

•

[Task] process element

•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

How to work with elements and flows

HOW TO ACQUIRE PARAMETER VALUES FROM OTHER PROCESS
ELEMENTS
Process item parameter values can be obtained from similar process parameters or process element
parameters.

EXAMPLE

A business process (Fig. 95) consists of three sequential elements: two [Perform task] elements
(“Call customer” and “Conduct meeting”) and [Write email] (“Send meeting notes”). All tasks
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within a process must be assigned to the owner of the initial task. Also, the customer
connected to the initial task must be passed to the meeting and email process elements.
To map the value of the [Owner] parameter:
1.

Double-click the [Conduct meeting] element on the process diagram.

2.

In the [Who performs the task?] field of the properties area, click the
[Process parameter] in the parameter value menu.

3.

Select the [Call customer] element.

4.

In the element parameters list, double-click the [Owner] parameter (Fig. 96). The selected
value will appear in the [Who performs the task?] field in the properties area (Fig. 97).

buttons and select

Fig. 96 Selecting the [Owner] process element parameter as a source

Fig. 97 Parameter value is filled in

NOTE

Most of the [Perform task] element parameters correspond to the fields in the [Activities] section.

To map the [Account] parameter:
1.

Select [Process parameter] on the properties area of the [Conduct meeting] element.
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2.

In the parameter value window, select [Call customer].

3.

Double-click the [Account] parameter (Fig. 98). Selected value will appear in the corresponding
field of the element properties area.
Fig. 98 Selecting the [Account] process element parameter as a source

4.

Save the process.
As a result, when the process is run, the [Owner] field of the [Conduct meeting] activity will be
filled in with the same employee as the one specified in the [Owner] field of the [Call customer]
activity. Similarly, the [Account] field of the meeting process element will be filled in with the
same account that was specified in the [Account] field of the call process element.

SEE ALSO
• [Task] process element
•

How to work with the parameter value window
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HOW TO DESIGN A LINEAR PROCESS
Business processes can branch into a number of parallel or alternative flows.

EXAMPLE

The customer is either interested in the meeting or not. If the customer is interested, then the
remaining process elements are executed. If the customer is not interested, the process ends.
The task may also be completed with the “Call later” result, in which case the call element must
be run again.
There are a number of process elements used for process branching.
•

Conditional flows activate if their conditions are met.

•

Gateways activate one or more outgoing flows, depending on the gateway type: “exclusive
OR“, “inclusive OR“, “parallel AND“.

•

[User dialog] and [Auto-generated page] process elements can be completed with different
results, such as the option that the user selects on the dialog page or the button that the user
clicks on an auto-generated page. The selected options can be specified as conditions for
outgoing conditional flows.

•

The [Perform task], [Open edit page] process elements, the result of which are determined by
the values in one of the fields. The column value in the field that determines the element result,
can be used as condition for outgoing conditional flows.

NEXT
• How to branch a process using gateways
•

How to branch a process with the [User dialog] element

SEE ALSO
• Process elements. Gateways
•

[User dialog] process element

•

[Task] process element

•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•

[Open edit page] process element

•

Conditional flow

•
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•

How to add a new business process

•

How to work with elements and flows

HOW TO BRANCH A PROCESS USING GATEWAYS
To process the task results, the [Exclusive gateway (OR)] should be used, since only one result can be
selected for a task. Alternatively, you can add outgoing conditional flows directly to the task process
element, which is the equivalent of using an [Exclusive gateway (OR)] element.
To branch the process (Fig. 99) based on the [Perform task] element results:
Fig. 99 Meeting process
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1.

Place the [Exclusive gateway (OR)] element on the process diagram after the ”Call customer”
element (Fig. 100).
Fig. 100 Adding a gateway to a process

NOTE

The [Excluding gateway (OR)] element is used when only one of the alternative process branches can
be executed.

NOTE

If the process should take both paths simultaneously, use the [Parallel gateway (AND)]. For branching,
this gateway is used with sequence flows only.

2.

Connect the gateway and the ”Conduct meeting” element with a conditional flow.

3.

In the element setup window of the conditional flow, select the [Completed] checkbox (Fig. 101).
Fig. 101 Selecting a condition for a conditional flow

4.

Add conditional flows for other results in the same manner. Add a flow back to the meeting task
and select [Rescheduled], and another outgoing conditional flow to the process end event with
the [Not interested] checkbox selected (Fig. 102).
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Fig. 102 Using a gateway for process branching

5.

Save the process.

As a result, three possible task results will be available on the “Call customer” task page: [Completed],
[Not interested] and [Rescheduled] (Fig. 103).
Fig. 103 Selecting task results for process branching

Clicking [Completed] will open the “Conduct meeting” page. Clicking [Rescheduled] will open page for
another meeting activity. Clicking [Not interested] will end the process.

NOTE

To change the condition for the conditional flow, double-click the flow and select the new condition in
the opened window.

If the process depends on the activity results, the activity can only be closed with the results provided
by the process.

NOTE

If a branch of the process must be executed when none of the other results is selected, add the default
flow that will be triggered if the activity has a result that was not specified in the conditional flows.

NEXT
• How to branch a process with the [User dialog] element
SEE ALSO
• Process elements. Gateways
•

Process elements. Flows and connecting objects

•

Process designer interface

•

How to add a new business process

•

How to work with elements and flows
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HOW TO BRANCH A PROCESS WITH THE [USER DIALOG] ELEMENT
Use the [User dialog] item if the user must directly choose which path the process should take.

EXAMPLE

The user must decide whether to send meeting notes to the customer. If the user decides to
send the notes, the “Send notes” element is executed. Otherwise the process must end after
the meeting element is completed.
To add a [User dialog] element to branch a process depending on the answer given by the user
(Fig. 104):
Fig. 104 Meeting process

1.

Add the [User dialog] element on the diagram after the “Conduct meeting” element (Fig. 105).
Fig. 105 Adding a [User dialog] item on the business process diagram

2.

Fill out the [User dialog] element setup page (Fig. 106):
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Fig. 106 [User dialog] element setup page

a.

In the [What should the dialog text display?] field, specify the question that the user will
need to answer via this user dialog.

b. In the [What is the dialog mode?] field, select “User can choose one option”.
c.

Add the answer options: “Yes, send meeting notes” and “No, do not send meeting
notes”.

d. Select the [Reply required] checkbox.
3.

Add a conditional flow from the [User dialog] element to the [Write email] element, ”Send
meeting notes”.

4.

On the conditional flow setup page, select the [Yes, send meeting notes] checkbox (Fig. 107).
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Fig. 107 Selecting a condition for a conditional flow

5.

Add a conditional flow from the [User dialog] element to the process end event and select [No,
do not send meeting notes] checkbox on the conditional flow setup page (Fig. 108).
Fig. 108 Using a [User Dialog] item for process branching

6.

Save the process.

As a result, the process flow will depend on the answer that the user selects in the dialog.
After the meeting task is completed, the user dialog page with the specified text will open (Fig. 109). If
the user selects [Yes, send meeting notes] option on that page, the new email window will open. If the
user selects [No, do not send meeting notes] option, the process will end.
Fig. 109 Example of the user dialog page
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SEE ALSO
• [Task] process element
•

Conditional flow
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HOW TO WORK WITH EMAILS
You can send emails as part of a process workflow. There are two process elements that are used for
emails:
•

[Write email] element will open a new email page with pre-defined message text and
recipients, which the user can modify before sending.

•

[Send email] automatically sends email with the specified text to the specified addresses.

NOTE

Set up email server integration to enable sending emails.

NOTE

If the email is sent to a contact who was specified in one of the process or process item parameters, the
contact's email address must be obtained from the corresponding record in the [Contacts] section. Use
the [Read data] element to get data from section records. Working with the [Read data] element is
covered in a separate article.

CONTENTS
• How to send an email as part of a process workflow
•

How to send emails automatically

HOW TO SEND AN EMAIL AS PART OF A PROCESS WORKFLOW
The [Write email] process element is used for opening the email page. You can add an email element
to the meeting process (Fig. 110).
Fig. 110 Meeting process

EXAMPLE

After the meeting, the meeting notes must be emailed to the customer. The process must
automatically open a new email page, where the user must enter notes or attach them
manually before sending the message.
Specify the parameter values on the [Send email] element properties area (Fig. 111). To send an email
as part of a process workflow:
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Fig. 111 [Send email] element setup page

1.

Specify the recipient's email address in the [To] field. Select [Process parameter] in the
parameter value menu. In the parameter value window, click the [Process elements] tab, select
the [Read contact data] element, and the [Email] parameter (Fig. 122).
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Fig. 112 Obtaining contact's email address from the corresponding record in the [Contacts] section

2.

Fill out the [CC] and [BCC] fields similarly, if needed.

3.

In the [Subject] field, enter “Meeting notes”.

4.

Enter message text.

5.

Select the [Show page automatically] checkbox.

6.

In the [Account] field, specify the account from the “Conduct meeting" activity. Click the field
and select [Process parameter] in the parameter value menu. Select the [Conduct meeting]
element and its parameter [Account]. The sent email will be displayed on the [History] tab of
the customer's account record.

As a result, a new email page will open, where you can enter needed changes and add the meeting
notes (Fig. 113).
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Fig. 113 Editing an email

NEXT
• How to send emails automatically

HOW TO SEND EMAILS AUTOMATICALLY
Automatic email sending is done with the [Send email] element.

EXAMPLE

As part of a process flow, an email notification about preparing a meeting notes must be sent
to the customer.
To set up automatic sending of emails:
1.

On the process diagram, replace the [Write email] element with the [Send email] element
(Fig. 110).

2.

Fill out the [Send email] item setup page (Fig. 114).
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Fig. 114 [Send email] element setup page

a.

In the [Who is the sender?] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this,
select [Select from lookup] in the parameter value menu, then in the [Synchronization
with mailbox settings] lookup, select one of the configured email accounts.

b. In the [To] field, specify the email of the recipient. In the parameter value window, click
the [Process elements] tab, select the [Read contact data] element, and the [Email]
parameter.

NOTE

Working with the [Read data] element is covered in a separate article.

c.

In the [Subject] field, enter email subject.

d. Enter message text.
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3.

Save the process.

As a result, after the meeting task is complete, an email will automatically be sent to the specified
address.
NEXT
• How to send an email as part of a process workflow
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HOW TO CREATE AND MODIFY RECORDS WITH A PROCESS
Using the business process elements, you can open a new or existing record for editing.

EXAMPLE

Create a business process that the user can use to register a new opportunity, add a contract
and then close the opportunity.
To add records in the system section, you can use the [Open edit page] element. To implement this
logic, you need to open a new opportunity page for the user to let them enter all the necessary
information. Then you will need to open a new order page and fill its fields with data from the
opportunity. Finally, the page of created opportunity must open so that the user can change the
opportunity stage.
CONTENTS
• How to open a new record page
•

How to create a new connected record

•

How to edit records

•

How to manage item completion conditions

HOW TO OPEN A NEW RECORD PAGE
To create a new opportunity in the process workflow:
1.

Create a new process and add the [Open edit page] element to it.

2.

Fill out the [Open edit page] element setup page (Fig. 115).
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Fig. 115 The [Open edit page] element setup page

a.

Enter element caption.

b. In the [Which page to open?] field, select “Opportunity edit page“.
c.

In the [Editing mode] field, select the “Add new record“ option.

d. To automatically fill in the [Name] field on the opened new opportunity page, add it to
the [Which default values to set in the fields of new records?] block.
e.

Fill in the [Recommendation for filling page] and [Hint for user] fields.

f.

Fill in the [Hint for user] field to further describe actions to be performed by a user.

g. In the [When is the element considered complete?] field, select “Immediately after
saving the record“.
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3.

Save the process.

As a result, when the process item is initiated, a new opportunity edit page will open (Fig. 116).
Fig. 116 A new opportunity page displayed as part of a process workflow

NEXT
• How to create a new connected record
•

How to edit records

•

How to manage item completion conditions

SEE ALSO
• [Open edit page] process element
•

Process designer interface

•

How to work with elements and flows

•

Designing a linear process

HOW TO CREATE A NEW CONNECTED RECORD
As part of process workflow, you can add records to system sections using process element parameter
values.

EXAMPLE

After registering a new opportunity, the user must add an order for the opportunity. The fields
on the new order page must be filled in with the opportunity data.
To set up default field values for a new order page:
1.

Add the [Open edit page] element to the outgoing sequence flow of the “Add opportunity“
element (Fig. 117).
Fig. 117 Adding [Open edit page] element for order registration

2.

Fill out the [Open edit page] element setup page (Fig. 118).
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Fig. 118 Filling in the element setup page

a.

Enter element caption.

b. In the [Which page to open?] field, select “Order edit page“.
c.

In the [Editing mode] field, select the “Add new record“ option.

d. In the [Which default values to set in the fields of new records?] click [Add field].
e.

Select the [Opportunity] column (Fig. 119).
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Fig. 119 Selecting the [Opportunity] column to fill in on a new page

f.

In the parameter value menu, click [Process parameter] and select the [Create
opportunity] element as the source of the parameter value.

g. In the right area of the parameter value window, select [Record Id] (Fig. 120).
Fig. 120 Selecting a record id of an earlier created record

NOTE

Record Id (record identifier) is a unique code used to identify records in the database.

h.
3.

Click the [Select] button.

Save the process.

As a result, when this process item is executed, a new order record will be created. In the [Opportunity]
field of the order the needed opportunity will be specified.
NEXT
• How to edit records
•

How to manage item completion conditions

SEE ALSO
• [Open edit page] process element
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•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

Designing a linear process

•

How to work with elements and flows

HOW TO EDIT RECORDS
You can open edit pages for existing records with the [Open edit page] element.

EXAMPLE

As part of the process workflow, the user must edit the opportunity that was created earlier.
Use the [Open edit page] element to open edit page of a specific record.
To open the opportunity edit page:
1.

Add the [Open edit page] element to the outgoing sequence flow of the “Add order“ element
(Fig. 121).
Fig. 121 Meeting process

2.

Open the element setup page (Fig. 122):
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Fig. 122 Element setup page parameters for editing an existing record

a.

Enter element caption.

b. In the [Which page to open?] field, select “Opportunity edit page“.
c.

In the [Editing mode] field, select “Edit existing record“.

d. Click the [Record Id] field and select [Process parameter] in the parameter value menu.
e.

In the parameter value window, select [Create opportunity].

f.

In the right area of the parameter value window, select [Record Id] (Fig. 123).
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Fig. 123 Selecting a record id of an earlier created record

g. Click the [Select] button of the parameter value window.
3.

Save the process.

As a result, the edit page of tie opportunity, which was created earlier by the “Add opportunity“
element will open.
NEXT
• How to manage item completion conditions
SEE ALSO
• Process designer interface
•

[Open edit page] process element

•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

How to acquire parameter values from other process elements

•

How to map a process parameter

HOW TO MANAGE ITEM COMPLETION CONDITIONS
In the opportunity business process covered in articles “How to open a new record page“, “How to
create a new connected record“ and “How to edit records“, the “Close opportunity” element will be
completed once the opportunity record is saved.

EXAMPLE

To complete the “Close opportunity” process step, the user must actually close the opportunity
by changing its stage to “Closed won” or “Closed lost”.
Use the [Open edit page] element to specify conditions for its completion.
To have the opportunity process (Fig. 124) end only if the opportunity is closed:
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Fig. 124 Opportunity process

1.

Select the “Close opportunity” element on the process diagram.

2.

On the element setup page, select the “If the record matches conditions” in the [When is the
element considered complete?] field.

3.

Use filter to specify conditions that the opened record must meet for the element to be
completed. To complete the element if the opportunity is assigned certain stages, set up filter
by the [Stage] field (Fig. 125).
Fig. 125 Setting up item completion conditions

4.

Save the process.

SEE ALSO
• [Open edit page] process element
•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

How to work with elements and flows

•

Designing a linear process
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HOW TO USE SUB-PROCESSES
Sub-processes can be used to run a process as a part of another process.

EXAMPLE

For example, a sale process (Fig. 126) can have a subordinate process for conducting a meeting
with a customer (Fig. 127). Designing a sales process is described in the “How to create and
modify records with a process” chapter. Designing a meeting process is covered in the
“Designing a linear process” and “How to design a linear process” chapters.
Fig. 126 Sale process

Fig. 127 Client meeting process

CONTENTS
• How to add a new sub-process
•

How to obtain a sub-process execution result

•

How to use event sub-processes

SEE ALSO
• How to create and modify records with a process
•

Designing a linear process

•

How to design a linear process

HOW TO ADD A NEW SUB-PROCESS
To add a meeting process (Fig. 126) as a sub-process of the opportunity process.
1.

Place the [Sub-process] element on the diagram after the “Add opportunity” element.

2.

On the element setup page, in the [Process] field, select the process that must be run on
executing this element (Fig. 128).
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Fig. 128 Selecting a process to be run as a sub-process

3.

Save the process.

As a result, when the parent opportunity process is run, the items preceding the sub-process will be
completed first, then the sub-process (meeting with client) will be started. After the sub-process is
completed, the parent process will continue (Fig. 129).
Fig. 129 Sale process with enabled meeting subprocess

To make the parent process execution depend on the subprocess result, add parameters that will be
used for creating outgoing conditional flows of the sub-process element.
NEXT
• How to obtain a sub-process execution result
•

How to use event sub-processes

SEE ALSO
• [Sub-process] element
•

Exclusive gateway (OR)

•

Conditional flow

•

Designing a linear process

•

How to design a linear process

HOW TO OBTAIN A SUB-PROCESS EXECUTION RESULT
The parent process can pass parameter values to its sub-processes and get subprocess parameter
values. Corresponding custom parameters must be added both to the parent process and the subprocess.
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EXAMPLE

If the meeting result is that the customer showed interest, then a new order must be created in
the parent process. If the customer is not interested, then the parent process must end.

NOTE

The procedure for adding an order via the [Open edit page] element is covered in the previous article.
The order page settings are similar to the new document page.

To pass parameter values between the processes, first add corresponding custom parameters to both
processes.
CONTENTS
• How to add a parameter to a process
•

How to obtain subprocess execution result

HOW TO ADD A PARAMETER TO A PROCESS
To add a parameter to the meeting process (Fig. 129):
1.

Open the “Meeting with customer” process for editing and double-click on the working area of
the process designer.

NOTE

You can open the subprocess diagram from the [Sub-process] element setup page by clicking the
button next to the [Process] field.

2.

In the [Actions] menu of the Process Designer, select [Process parameters] command.

3.

Click the [Add parameter] button and select the [Lookup] menu item.

4.

Specify the process parameter properties (Fig. 130).
Fig. 130 Process parameter properties

a.

Enter the parameter name.

b. In the [Lookup] field, select the [Activity result] lookup.
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5.

Specify the value source of the parameter.
a.

Click the [Value] field and select [Process parameter] in the value menu.

b. Select the [Activity result] parameter of the [Call customer] element as a source of the
process parameter value (Fig. 131).
Fig. 131 Setting up process parameter value source

c.

Click the [Select] button of the parameter value window.

6.

Save the process parameter.

7.

Save the process.

As a result, whenever the [Call customer] element is completed, its result will be passed to the process
parameter.

HOW TO OBTAIN SUBPROCESS EXECUTION RESULT
To specify conditions for the conditional flow that originated from the [Sub-process] element in the
parent process (Fig. 129):
1.

Open the parent process where the end parameter of another sub-process should be handled.

2.

Add conditional flow from the [Sub-process] element to the [Open edit page] element that
open a new document page.

3.

Click the [Condition to move down the flow] field.

4.

In the parameter value window, specify the condition for moving down the flow that compares
the sub-process resulting parameter with the expected value (Fig. 132).
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Fig. 132 Condition for a conditional flow

a.

On the [Process elements] tab, select [Meeting with customer].

b. Select the [Conduct meeting] process parameter.
c.

In the formula area, enter “==”.

d. On the [Lookup] tab, select [Result of activity] lookup from the dropdown list.
e.

Select [Completed].

5.

Save the changes in the parameter value window.

6.

Add a default flow from the subprocess element to the end process event element (Fig. 133).
Fig. 133 The meeting sub-process on the parent process diagram

7.

Save the process.

NEXT
• How to use event sub-processes
SEE ALSO
• How to add flows and connecting objects
•

How to work with the parameter value window

•

How to add a parameter to a process

•

Conditional flow
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•

Default Flow

•

[Sub-process] element

HOW TO USE EVENT SUB-PROCESSES
The event subprocesses are launched when receiving a signal or a message generated while the
process was running. The running of an event subprocess does not affect the process from which the
signal was received.

EXAMPLE

The “Call customer” task result is “No interest”. If a customer is not interested in cooperation, a
notification should be sent to the manager. An employee should also update the information
about the customer.
Let's consider using event a sub-process on the example of a meeting with a customer described in
the articles “How to design a linear process" a "How to use “throw“ and “processing“ events" (Fig. 134).
Event sub-processes will not interrupt the parent process. After the event sub-process has been
completed, the parent process does not stop.
Fig. 134 Client meeting process

To send notification to the manager:
1.

Add the [Event sub-process] to the process designer workspace (Fig. 135).
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Fig. 135 Adding an event subprocess

2.

Specify the "Notification to manager" element caption on the element settings page.

3.

Add the [Initial message] and [Send email] elements to the event subprocess. Connect the
elements with the control flow (Fig. 136).
Fig. 136 Adding elements to the event subprocess

4.

On the [Start message] element setup page, enter the "No interest" value to the [Which
message event should start the process?] field.

5.

Fill out the [Send email] item setup page.

NOTE

The notification parameter setup is covered in the “How to send emails automatically“ article.
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6.

Add the "Update customer information" task to the meeting process after the [Message
generation] element. To do this, use the [Execute task] element (Fig. 137).
Fig. 137 Adding tasks to the meeting process

NOTE

The [Perform task] element setup is covered in the “How to add sequential steps“ article.

7.

Save the process.

SEE ALSO
• How to send emails automatically
•

[Send email] process item

•

Message start event

•

Sequence Flow
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HOW TO USE EVENTS
A process can react to the following types of events:
•

Events in the current process – when a [Throw message] element is activated or the timer ends
after activating the [Wait for timer] element.

•

Events in other processes – when a [Throw signal] element is activated.

•

Events that occur in the system – when records are created or modified.

Event process elements are available in the [Start events] and [Intermediate events] groups. An
activated “throw” event will cause the corresponding activated processing elements ([Wait for
message] or [Wait for signal]) to activate their outgoing flows.
A “throw” event is not required in two cases:
•

If the catching event reacts to the event occurrence in the system objects rather than in the
process itself.

•

If the [Timer] event is used, since the “throw” event is the timer expiration.

CONTENTS
• How to use timer
•

How to use “throw“ and “processing“ events

•

How to use system events

•

How to use events for branching processes

HOW TO USE TIMER
The [Wait for timer] event will pause the process flow for the specified period of time.

EXAMPLE

If the employee did not manage to reach the customer, the call must be repeated after one
hour.
To implement this, add the [Wait for timer] event to the meeting process diagram (Fig. 138). The
procedure to create these processes is covered in the “Designing a linear process” and “How to design
a linear process” articles.
Fig. 138 Meeting process

To re-schedule a call task in a business process:
1.

Place the [Wait for signal] element on the conditional flow from the gateway to the [Call
customer] element (Fig. 139).
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Fig. 139 Using the [Wait for timer] element in a process diagram

2.

On the element setup page, enter the time after which the call task must be repeated (Fig. 140).
Fig. 140 The [Wait for element] element setup page

3.

Save the process.

NEXT
• How to use “throw“ and “processing“ events
•

How to use system events

•

How to use events for branching processes

HOW TO USE “THROW“ AND “PROCESSING“ EVENTS
Throwing event items create events after specific activities have occurred. To start an event after a
specific activity has been completed, place the [Throw signal] event on the outgoing flow of the
corresponding item (Fig. 141).
Fig. 141 Using the intermediate throwing event

As a result, once the activity is completed, the corresponding event will occur in the system.
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To initiate an activity once the event occurs, place the corresponding processing event element on the
incoming flow for the initiated activity (Fig. 142).
Fig. 142 Using the intermediate catching event

As a result, once the event occurs (the corresponding throwing event is executed), the catching event
will start and activate the next process item.
You can use the intermediate signals in the meeting (Fig. 143) and opportunity (Fig. 144) processes
created earlier.
Fig. 143 Meeting process

Fig. 144 Opportunity process

NOTE

Designing the meeting process is described in the Designing a linear process and How to design a
linear process chapters.
Designing the parent opportunity process described in the How to create and modify records with a
process and How to use sub-processes chapters.

CONTENTS
• How to add an intermediate throwing signal
•

How to add an intermediate processing signal

HOW TO ADD AN INTERMEDIATE THROWING SIGNAL
To add an intermediate throwing signal:
1.

Place the [Throw signal] element on the diagram between the gateway and the end process
element (Fig. 145).
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Fig. 145 Adding the [Throw signal] element to a process

2.

On the element setup page, enter “Not interested” in the [Which signal is generated?] field.

3.

Connect the intermediate throwing signal to the end process event (Fig. 146).
Fig. 146 Meeting process with the added throwing signal

4.

Save the process.

HOW TO ADD AN INTERMEDIATE PROCESSING SIGNAL
To add an intermediate processing signal:
1.

Place the [Wait for signal] element on the parent process diagram.

2.

Add sequence flows from the “Add opportunity“ element to the processing signal and from the
signal to the process end event (Fig. 147).
Fig. 147 The sales process with the added catching signal

3.

Fill out the [Wait for signal] element setup page (Fig. 148).
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Fig. 148 Filling out the intermediate catching signal parameters

a.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Custom signal”.

b. In the [Signal field], enter “Not interested”.
4.

Save the process.

As a result, once the throwing signal is activated in the sub-process, the intermediate catching signal in
the parent process will activate its outgoing flows.
NEXT
• How to use system events
•

How to use events for branching processes

HOW TO USE SYSTEM EVENTS
System events can be triggered by adding, modifying, or deleting records. The start [Signal] and
intermediate [Wait for signal] elements are used to process such events.
The opportunity process (Fig. 149) can be run automatically, if a new opportunity record is created.
Fig. 149 Opportunity process

To do this, the simple start event and the [Add opportunity] elements must be replaced with the start
[Signal] event (Fig. 150).
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Fig. 150 The opportunity process that automatically starts when a new opportunity record is created

ATTENTION

The [Create document] and [Close opportunity] diagram elements use the [Register opportunity]
element values. When the [Register opportunity] element from the process diagram a warning about
the impossibility of removing the element. To successfully remove the element you need to clear the
parameter values in the [New document] and [Close opportunity] elements.

To place the start [Signal] element on the parent process diagram:
1.

Place the [Signal] element on the diagram as an initial event.

2.

On the element setup page, select conditions for triggering the start [Signal] event (Fig. 151).
Fig. 151 Configuring the start signal parameters

a.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Object signal”.

b. Select the object whose event must activate the signal. To activate the signal each time
an opportunity is created, select the “Opportunity” object.
c.
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In the [Which event should trigger the signal?] field, select [Record added].
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d. Specify additional requirements to the record that must initiate the signal. To activate
the signal only when adding an opportunity in the “Qualification” stage, set the “Stage
= Qualification” filter.
3.

Specify the start [Signal] element as parameter value source for the [Close opportunity]
element:
a.

Select the [Close opportunity] element on the process diagram.

b. Click the [Record id] field.
c.

In the parameter value window, select the start [Signal] event.

d. In the right area, select the [Record Id] parameter.
e.

Click the [Save] button.

4.

Specify the parameter values for the [Add order] element in the same way.

5.

Save the process.

As a result, the process will be launched automatically each time a new opportunity is created in the
system.
NEXT
• How to use events for branching processes

HOW TO USE EVENTS FOR BRANCHING PROCESSES
To branch processes depending on an activated event, the [Event-based gateway] operator is used.
Events used for process branching are placed on the gateway outgoing flows (Fig. 152).
Fig. 152 Using the event-based gateway

EXAMPLE

After creating a contract, you need to send it for approval. The execution of a business process
will depend on the approval results. Upon receiving the approval, the contract must be signed.
If a contract wasn't approved, it must be sent back for revision.
To create a contract, use the [Open edit page] element. Settings here are identical to the settings of
creating a new document.
To send a contract for approval, you must use the [Auto-generated page] element. Working with the
[Read data] element is covered in a How to use custom pagesseparate article. After the contract has
been sent to approval, you have to add approval to the contract page. Use the [Add data] element to
automatically add new system records.
A schema with branching is displayed on Fig. 153.
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Fig. 153 The contract approval process

To build a process branching, the outgoing flow of each branch has to be activated depending on the
result:
1.

Place the [Event-based gateway] operator after the "Add approval" action and connect them
with a sequence flow.

2.

Place the [Wait for signal] element after the gateway and connect them with a sequence flow.

3.

Fill in the [Wait for signal] element settings page if the contract has been approved (Fig. 154).
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Fig. 154 — Setting up the [Wait for signal] element for a contract to be approved

a.

In the [Which type of signal is received?] field, select “Object signal”.

b. Click the [Record ID] field to open the parameters window.

c.

•

Select the [Add approval] element on the [Process elements] tab.

•

Double-click the [Record ID] parameter. The corresponding value will be added
to the text field at the top of the parameter value window.

•

Click the [Save] button.

Specify the object to receive a signal from. For example, "Contract approval".

d. In the [Which event should trigger the signal?] field, set "Record modified".
e.

Select the column whose event must activate the signal. For example, the "Status"
column.

f.

Specify the filter conditions that the modified record must meet. For the signal to
activate after the approval and the previously created contract page to open, the
contract status has to be "Approved".
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4.

Place one more [Wait for signal] element after the gateway and connect them with a sequence
flow. This signal should activate when a contract has not been approved.

5.

Fill out the [Wait for signal] element setup page (Fig. 155). Settings are identical to the signal
which is triggered after obtaining an approval, however you must specify “Status=Negative” in
the filtering criteria.
Fig. 155 Setting up the [Wait for signal] element for a contract to be approved

6.

Add the [Open edit page] element after the “Contract approved” and “Send for revision”
elements. If a contract has been approved, the previously created contract opens in which you
must change the status to "Approved". If a contract was rejected, the previously created
contract page will open for revision.

7.

Save the process.

ATTENTION

The [Event-based gateway] operator requires the process to be published. All created processes are
checked during the publication.
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SEE ALSO
• [Wait for message] process element
•

[Wait for signal] process element

•

Exclusive event-based gateway
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HOW TO USE CUSTOM PAGES
Custom pages provide additional opportunities for interaction with users. There are two types of
custom pages in the process designer: auto-generated and pre-configured.
The [Pre-configured page] element opens any existing page specified in the element settings.
The [Auto-generated page] element is used for opening custom pages, generated according to the
specified parameters.
Let's go through the procedure for using of the [Autogenerated page] element the contract approval
process (Fig. 156).
Fig. 156 The contract approval process

EXAMPLE

After creating a contract, you need to send it for approval. If the contract owner approves the
contract, the approval will be added to the contract page.
You can send a contract for revision by using the [Send for revision] or [Do not send for
revision] buttons and add a comment.

NOTE

Use the [Add data] element to automatically add new system records. The branching process with the
help of the [Event-based gateway] operator and the [Wait for signal] element is described in the "How
to use events for branching processes" article.

To add an autogenerated page to the approval process, do the following:
1.

Place the [Autogenerated page] element on the diagram after the "Create contract" action.

2.

Specify the parameter values on the element setup page (Fig. 157).
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Fig. 157 [Auto-generated page] element setup page

a.

Enter "Approve contract" in the [Page title] field.

b. Add the [Send for revision] and [Do not send for revision] buttons. To add a button,
click
in the [Buttons] block and set the parameters (Fig. 158). The [Checks values]
checkbox is used to check whether the required fields are filled in.
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Fig. 158 Adding buttons to the sending for revision form

c.

Add fields that will be displayed on the "send contract for revision" page. For example,
a contract owner needs to add a comment. To add a field, click
in the [Page
elements] block and select the filed type. For example, "String field". Set the field
parameters (Fig. 159).

Fig. 159 Adding a comment field on the contract approval page

d. Add a recommendation and a tip for users.
e.

In the [Select a record to connect the page to] field, select the "Contract" as a
connecting object.

f.

In the [Connected object record] field, select the "Create contract" action and the
"Record ID" parameter.
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3.

Save the process.

As a result, while the process is executed, after the order creation, the send contract to approval page
will open. If a contract has been sent for approval, then the [Approvals] tab will display it.

NOTE

The execution of a process will depend on the approval results. You need to branch the process with
the help of the [Event-based gateway] operator and the [Wait for signal] element. as described in the
"How to use events for branching processes" article.

SEE ALSO
• How to use events for branching processes
•

[Auto-generated page] process item

•
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PROCESS SETUP EXAMPLES
CONTENTS
• How to notify employees by email when a lead has been received via a landing page
•

How to notify an employee when he becomes an activity participant

•

How to notify a user about a comment to his message in the feed

•

How to reallocate rights to read and modify records if an owner is changed

HOW TO NOTIFY EMPLOYEES BY EMAIL WHEN A LEAD HAS BEEN
RECEIVED VIA A LANDING PAGE
EXAMPLE

Build the following business process: upon receiving a lead via a landing page, an email is sent
to the responsible employee..
General business process diagram elements (Fig. 160).
1.

Initial signal event that is triggered when a new lead is created via a landing page.

2.

Read Id of the created lead.

3.

Read the email of the lead owner.

NOTE

For the owner to be automatically assigned to a lead, you need to configure a separate business
process.

4.

A formula element that generates the email text and puts it in the parameter

5.

Send email.
Fig. 160 The "Sending email when creating lead via landing page" business process

Place on the diagram the [Signal] element located in the [Initial events] group — "Lead created". The
element will be activated when a lead is created registered via a landing page. Set up the signal
parameters:
1.

In the [Object] field, set "Lead".

2.

In the [What event should happen?] field, select "Add record".

3.

In the [Added record must correspond to conditions] field, select "Add record".
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Fig. 161 Setting up the signal properties

Add two [Read data] elements of the [System actions] group.
The "Read lead" element will read data from the added lead. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Lead”.

3.

In the [How to filter records?] area, set the filter “Id = Lead created.Record ID". To do this, click
<Add condition>, select the “Id” column, in the displayed menu select the [Compare with
parameter], and then in the appeared window select [Unique record ID] of the “Lead created”
element.
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Fig. 162 The [Read lead] element setup page

The "Read owner email" element will read the lead owner data that was received by the previous
element. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Contact”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] field, set up filter "id = Read lead.First element of the resulting
collection.Owner". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, in the displayed
menu select the [Compare with parameter], and then in the parameter list of the “Read lead”
element, select the "Owner" parameter.

4.

In the [Which column values should be read?] field, select “Only selected columns" and select
the “Email” column.

Create the "Message body" parameter. To do this, click the empty area of the process diagram and in
the process properties, select the [Parameters] tab. Select the "Text "parameter type and enter the
parameter name. The remaining fields will be filled in automatically.
Add the [Formula] element of the [System actions] group — “Form message body”. With this
element, the email text will be formed and saved in the "Message body" parameter.
1.

In the [To which parameter should the formula value be passed?] field, open the window on
the [Process parameter] tab, select the "Email body" parameter.

2.

Fill in the [Formula value] field. To do this, click the field and in the opened window type the
following text:

"Lead created " +
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Then, on the [Process elements] tab, select the "Read lead" element, and then in the element
parameters list, select "Lead". As a result, the [Formula value] field will be filled in with the
(Fig. 163) value:
"Lead created" + [#Read lead.First element of the resulting
collection.Lead#]
Fig. 163 The "Form message body" element parameters

Add the “Send e-mail” element and set the following parameters:
1.

In the [Who is the sender?] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this, select
[Select from lookup] in the parameter value menu, then in the [Synchronization with mailbox
settings] lookup, select one of the configured email accounts.

2.

In the [To] field, specify the email of the recipient. In the parameter value window, click the
[Process elements] tab, select the [Read contact data] element, and the [Email] parameter.

3.

Fill in the [Subject] field. Select [Formula] in the parameter value menu. Enter the following text
in the parameter value window:

“You are assigned an owner of the lead “ +
Then, from the [Process elements] tab, double-click and add the [Lead] parameter of the "Read
lead" element (Fig. 164).
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Fig. 164 Filling in the [Subject] field.

1.

To fill in the message body using the process parameters, go to the advanced edit mode. To do
this, in the upper right corner of the element properties, click
and select [Advanced mode].
Next on the [Parameters] tab, in the [Message body] field, specify the parameter “Message
body”.
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Fig. 165 [Send email] element setup page

After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by using the
the upper right corner of the selected element.

arrow in

Save the created business process.
SEE ALSO
• How to notify an employee when he becomes an activity participant
•

How to notify a user about a comment to his message in the feed

•

How to reallocate rights to read and modify records if an owner is changed

•

How to work with the parameter value window
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HOW TO NOTIFY AN EMPLOYEE WHEN HE BECOMES AN ACTIVITY
PARTICIPANT
EXAMPLE

You need to build a business process, based on which an email is sent to an employee that was
added to the list of participants in the activity.
General business process diagram elements (Fig. 166).
1.

The incoming signal when a participant is added to an activity

2.

Reading added record id of the activity participant

3.

Reading activity title

4.

Reading contact email specified in the activity participant record

5.

The formula that generates the email text and puts it in the parameter

6.

Send email.
Fig. 166 The "Employees added as activity participants notification" business process

Place the [Signal] element of the [Initial events] group on the schema — "Participant added". The
element will be activated when a contact is added on the [Participants] detail of the activity. Set up the
signal parameters:
1.

In the [Object] field, set "Activity participant".

2.

In the [What event should happen?] field, select "Add record".

Add three [Read data] elements of the [System actions] group.
The "Read activity participant" element will read data from the activity participant added record. Set
up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Activity participant”.

3.

In the [How to filter records?] area, set the filter “Id = Participant added.Record ID". To do this,
click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the appeared menu, select [Compare
with parameter]. In the opened window, select the [Record ID] parameter of the "Participant
added" element.
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Fig. 167 "Read activity participant" element properties

The "Read activity title" element will read the activity title, to which a participant has been added. Set
up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Activity”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] area, set up filter "id = Read activity participant.First element of
the resulting collection.Activity". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then
in the appeared menu, select [Compare with parameter]. In the opened window, select the
"Activity" parameter of the "Read activity participant" element.

4.

In the [Which column values should be read?] field, select “Only selected columns" and select
the “Title” column.
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Fig. 168 The "Read activity title" element properties

The "Read participant email" element will read activity participant email. Set up the element
parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Contact”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] area, set up filter "id = Read activity participant.First element of
the resulting collection.Participant". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column,
then in the appeared menu, select [Compare with parameter]. In the opened window, select
the [Participant] parameter of the "Read activity participant" element.

4.

In the [Which column values should be read?] field, select “Only selected columns" and select
the “Email” column.
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Fig. 169 "Send participant email" element properties

Create the "Message body" parameter. To do this, click the empty area of the process diagram and in
the process properties, select the [Parameters] tab. Select the "Text "parameter type and enter the
parameter name. The remaining fields will be filled in automatically.
Next, add the [Formula] element of the [System actions] group — “Form message body”. With this
element, the email text will be formed and saved in the "Message body" parameter.
1.

In the [Which parameter to set the formula value to?] field, select the [Message body]
parameter.

2.

Fill in the [Formula value] field. To do this, click the field to open the parameter value menu,
select [Formula] and enter the following text in the formula window:

"You have been added to the activity participants " +
Then, on the [Process elements] tab, select the "Read activity title" element, and then in the
element parameters list, select [Title]. As a result, the [Formula value] field will be filled in with
the following value:
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"You have been added to activity participants" + [#Read activity
title.First element of the resulting collection.Title#]
Fig. 170 The "Form message body" element properties

Add the “Send e-mail” element of the [System actions] group and set the following parameters:
1.

In the [Who is the sender?] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this, select
[Select from lookup] in the parameter value menu, then in the [Synchronization with mailbox
settings] lookup, select one of the configured email accounts.

2.

In the [To] field, specify the email of the recipient. In the parameter value menu, click the
[Process element], select the [Read contact data] element, and the [Email] parameter.

3.

Use the parameter value menu to open the formula window for the [Re] parameter. Enter the
following text:

"You have been added to the activity participants " +
Go to the [Process elements] tab, and add the [Activity] parameter of the “Read activity
participant” element.
1.

To fill in the message body using the process parameters, go to the advanced edit mode. To do
this, in the upper right corner of the element properties, click
and select [Advanced mode].
Next on the [Parameters] tab, in the [Message body] field, specify the parameter “Message
body”.
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Fig. 171 "Send email" element properties

After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by using the
the upper right corner of the selected element.

arrow in

Save the created business process.
SEE ALSO
• How to notify employees by email when a lead has been received via a landing page
•

How to notify a user about a comment to his message in the feed

•

How to reallocate rights to read and modify records if an owner is changed

•

How to work with the parameter value window
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HOW TO NOTIFY A USER ABOUT A COMMENT TO HIS MESSAGE IN
THE FEED
EXAMPLE

You need to build a business process that will do the following: when adding a new comment
to the message in the feed, an email is sent to the author of this message.
General business process diagram elements (Fig. 172).
1.

Incoming signal about a comment being added to the message

2.

Reading added comment id.

3.

Reading parent message

4.

Reading parent message author email

5.

The formula that generates the email text and puts it in the parameter

6.

Send email.
Fig. 172 The "Comment to a message in the feed notification" business process

Place on the schema the [Signal] element of the [Initial events] group — "Comment added". The
element will be activated when a comment is added to the feed. Set up the signal parameters:
1.

In the [Object] field, set "Message/comment".

2.

In the [What event should happen?] field, select "Add record".

3.

In the [Added record must correspond to conditions] field, select "Parent message filled in".
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Fig. 173 The "Comment added" element properties

Add three [Read data] elements of the [System actions] group.
The "Read comment data" element will read data from the added record in the feed. Set up the
element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Message/comment”.

3.

In the [How to filter records?] area, set the filter “Id = Comment added. Record ID". To do this,
click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in the appeared menu, select [Compare
with parameter]. In the opened window, select the [Record ID] parameter of the "Comment
added" element.

4.

In the [Which column values to read?], select "All columns".
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Fig. 174 The "Read comment title" element properties

The "Read primary message" element will read data of the message to which a comment has been
left. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Message/comment”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] area, set up filter "id = Read comment data.First element of the
resulting collection.Parent message". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column,
then in the appeared menu, select [Compare with parameter]. In the opened window, select
the [Parent message] parameter of the "read comment data" element.

4.

In the [Which column values to read?], select "All columns".
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Fig. 175 The "Read primary message" element properties

The "Read primary message author email" element will read email address of the parent message
author. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Contact”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] area, set up filter "id = Read primary message.First element of the
resulting collection.Contact". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, then in
the appeared menu, select [Compare with parameter]. In the opened window, select the
[Contact] parameter of the "Read primary message" element.

4.

In the [Which column values to read?], select "All columns".
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Fig. 176 The "Read primary message author email" element properties

Create the "Message body" parameter. To do this, click the empty area of the process diagram and in
the process properties, select the [Parameters] tab. Select the "Text "parameter type and enter the
parameter name. The remaining fields will be filled in automatically.
Next, add the [Formula] element of the [System actions] group — “Form message body”. With this
element, the email text will be formed and saved in the "Message body" parameter.
1.

In the [To which parameter should the formula value be passed?] field, open the window on
the [Process parameter] tab, select the "Email body" parameter.

2.

Fill in the [Formula value] field. Click the field and select [Formula] in the parameter value
menu. Enter the following text in the opened formula window:

"A comment has been added to your message from " +
Then, on the [Process elements] tab, select the "Read primary message" element, and then in
the element parameters list, select [Date of creation]. As a result, the [Formula value] field will
be filled in with the following value:
"A comment has been added to your message from " + [#Read main
post.First element of the resulting collection.Date of creation#]
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Fig. 177 The "Form message body" element properties

Add the “Send e-mail” element of the [System actions] group and set the following parameters:
1.

In the [Who is the sender?] field, specify the return address in the message. To do this, select
[Select from lookup] in the parameter value menu, then in the [Synchronization with mailbox
settings] lookup, select one of the configured email accounts.

2.

In the [To] field, specify the email of the recipient. Open the parameter value window by
clicking [Process parameter] in the parameter value menu. Click the [Process elements] tab,
select the [Read contact data] element, and the [Email] parameter.

3.

Enter text in the [Subject] field:

"A comment has been added to your message from"
1.

To fill in the message body using the process parameters, go to the advanced edit mode. To do
this, in the upper right corner of the element properties, click
and select [Advanced mode].
Next on the [Parameters] tab, in the [Message body] field, specify the parameter “Message
body”.
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Fig. 178 "Send email" element properties

After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by using the
the upper right corner of the selected element.
Save the created business process.
SEE ALSO
• How to notify employees by email when a lead has been received via a landing page
•

How to notify an employee when he becomes an activity participant

•

How to reallocate rights to read and modify records if an owner is changed

•

How to work with the parameter value window
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HOW TO REALLOCATE RIGHTS TO READ AND MODIFY RECORDS IF
AN OWNER IS CHANGED
EXAMPLE

You need to build a business process: when you change the account owner, the new owner is
given the right to read and change this account.
General business process diagram elements (Fig. 179).
1.

Initial signal to change the "Owner" account field

2.

Read account id

3.

Read owner contact

4.

Reallocate rights to contact
Fig. 179 The "Changing access rights when changing owner" business process

Place on the diagram the [Signal] element of the [Initial events] group — "Account changed". The
element will be activated when an owner is changed on the account page. Set up the signal
parameters:
1.

In the [Object] field, set "Account".

2.

In the [What event should trigger the signal?] field, select "Record modified".

3.

In the [Awaiting changes] field, select [Any field from the selected] and add the "Owner"
column.
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Fig. 180 Setting up the signal properties

Add two [Read data] elements of the [System actions] group.
The "Read account" element will read data from the added account. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Account”.

3.

In the [How to filter records?] area, set the filter “Id = Account changed.Unique record ID". To
do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, in the displayed menu select the
[Compare with parameter], and then in the appeared window select [Unique record ID] of the
“Account changed” element.
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Fig. 181 The [Read account] element setup page

The "Read owner" element will read account owner data that was received by the previous element.
Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [Which data read mode to use?] field, select “Read the first record in the selection“.

2.

In the [Which object to read data from?] field, select ”Contact”.

3.

In the [How to filter records] field, set up filter "id = Read account.First element of the resulting
collection.Owner". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column, in the displayed
menu select the [Compare with parameter], and then in the parameter list of the “Read
account” element, select the "Owner" parameter.

4.

In the [Which column values to read?], select "All columns”(Fig. 182).
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Fig. 182 The [Read owner] element setup page

Add the [Change access rights] element of the [System actions] group.
The "Change access rights" element will allocate access rights to read and change account data to a
new owner. Set up the element parameters:
1.

In the [For records of which object should the access rights be changed?] field, set "Account".

2.

In the [Change access rights for all records that fall under condition] area, set the filter “Id =
Account changed.Unique record ID". To do this, click <Add condition>, select the “Id” column,
in the displayed menu select the [Compare with parameter], and then in the appeared window
select [Unique record ID] of the “Account changed” element.

3.

If you need to give the right to read and change an account only to the existing owner, in the
[What rights to withdraw?] press [+] and select [All roles and users], then select “Read” and
“Record”.

4.

In the [Which access rights should be added?] press [+] and select [Employee]. Open the
[Employee] edit field window and select the “Id” column of the "Read owner" element save the
field value. Then, select "Read" and "Record".
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Fig. 183 The "Grant access rights to owner" element setup page

After creating the process elements, connect each element with the next one by using the
the upper right corner of the selected element.

arrow in

Save the created business process.
SEE ALSO
• How to notify employees by email when a lead has been received via a landing page
•

How to notify an employee when he becomes an activity participant

•

How to notify a user about a comment to his message in the feed

•

How to work with the parameter value window
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RUNNING BUSINESS PROCESSES
Once a business process is started, it starts executing actions in the system. These actions include
opening record pages, creating activities and other records, sending emails, etc.
A business process ends after its last action has been processed. You can manually start and stop
business processes or have them set up to start automatically.
CONTENTS
• How to run a business process
•

How process actions are performed

•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

•

How to disable a business process

HOW TO RUN A BUSINESS PROCESS
This chapter covers different ways of running a business process in the system. A business process in
bpm'online can be started through the following:
•

Command line

•

Side panel

•

Any section that has processes associated with it

•

Any edit page that has process associated with it

•

[Process library] section

Business processes can also be run automatically, triggered by a system-wide event.

ATTENTION!

You can manually run only active published processes with the “Business Process” tag. Processes of
other types cannot be run manually. When you try to run an unpublished or inactive process an error
message is displayed.

CONTENTS
• How to run a process from the command line
•

How to run a process from the side panel

•

How to run a process from a section or record page

•

How to run the Process Designer from the [Process library] section

•

How to run a process automatically

HOW TO RUN A PROCESS FROM THE COMMAND LINE
To run a process using the command line:
1.

Enter “Run process“ followed by the name of a process in the command line (Fig. 184).
Fig. 184 Running a process from the command line
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2.

Click the

button.

NOTE

You can find more details about the command-line functionality in the documentation for your
bpm'online application.

HOW TO RUN A PROCESS FROM THE SIDE PANEL
To run a process using the side panel:
1.

Click the

button on the side panel.

2.

Select a process to run (Fig. 185).
Fig. 185 Running a process from the side panel

NOTE
The list of processes that can be run using the
properties page of the [Process library] section.

To run a process that is unavailable in the list of the
1.

button can be configured using the process

button:

Select the [Another process] command (Fig. 186).
Fig. 186 Running a process that is not available in the process button of the side panel

2.

Select a process in the opened window and click the [Run] button.

NOTE
The same window opens when you click the
option.

BPMS

button in the side panel and select the [Run process]
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HOW TO RUN A PROCESS FROM A SECTION OR RECORD PAGE
If a system section has a list of processes that can be run from it, then the [Run process] button will be
displayed in the toolbar of that section.
To run a process from a section:
1.

Click the [New process] button.

2.

Select a process to run (Fig. 187).
Fig. 187 Running a process from the section

The same process list is displayed on the record page when you click the [Process] button in toolbar
(Fig. 188).
Fig. 188 Running a process on the record page

HOW TO RUN THE PROCESS DESIGNER FROM THE [PROCESS LIBRARY]
SECTION
To run the Process Designer from the [Process library] section:
1.

Click the

to open the System Designer.

2.

Click [Process library].

3.

Select a business process and click [Run] (Fig. 189).
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Fig. 189 Running a process from the [Process library] section

NOTE

The [Run process] button is displayed for active processes only

HOW TO RUN A PROCESS AUTOMATICALLY
Processes can be run automatically when certain events occur. These events include adding, modifying
and deleting records. Such processes are run automatically when triggered by specified events.
You can configure a process to run automatically upon an event using the Process Designer.
SEE ALSO
• How process actions are performed
•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

•

How to disable a business process
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HOW PROCESS ACTIONS ARE PERFORMED
When a business process is started, the system performs the sequence of steps (process actions). As
the process is executing, bpm'online prompts the user to enter required data, for example, to specify
the results of actions performed outside the system or to make a decision by choosing how a process
should continue.
The process steps can be performed in the following ways:
•

automatically, for example, when deleting certain records;

•

with some form of participation from the user, for example, the process opens a record page,
which the user must fill in. The process will resume, when the user completes their actions, such
as filling out and saving a page.

If you are responsible for performing a business process step, you will have access to the task page.
For detailed information on each step of the process, use the tips that can be added by the author of
the process. Hints are available by clicking the

button.

This chapter covers different user activities performed as part of business process execution.
CONTENTS
• How to perform process activities
•

How record pages are filled in

•

How to work with user dialogs

•

How to work with custom pages

•

How to open a process diagram

SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process

HOW TO PERFORM PROCESS ACTIVITIES
If a task must be performed as part of a process, an activity is created and the process proceeds to the
next step only after the activity is completed with a result (Fig. 190). The list of possible results can be
limited to only those values that are provided in the process item.
Fig. 190 Selecting the process activity result

If you cannot complete the activity immediately upon its activation, enter new date and time in the
[Start] and [Due] fields of activity page and save the record. You can come back to this step later.
NEXT
• How record pages are filled in
•

How to work with user dialogs

•

How to work with custom pages

•

How to open a process diagram
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SEE ALSO
• How to resume a process
•

How to run a business process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

HOW RECORD PAGES ARE FILLED IN
As part of a business process, the system can offer users to fill out the page of a new or an existing
record. For example, to enter information for a new contact or to specify the status of the existing
document (Fig. 191).
Fig. 191 Filling a record page in the course of the process

The process proceeds to the next step after record is saved. Process may also have additional
configured conditions under which the task will be considered completed, for example, when specific
fields are filled.
If a process action cannot be completed immediately after activation, it can be postponed. Click the
[Perform later] button. System will show additional area, where you can indicate a new date and time
for the step (Fig. 192).
Fig. 192 Postponing process step

NEXT
• How to work with user dialogs
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•

How to work with custom pages

•

How to open a process diagram

SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

HOW TO WORK WITH USER DIALOGS
A process can display a page with a question (user dialog). Depending on the process configuration
you can select one or several answers (Fig. 193), which will affect the further process flow.
Fig. 193 Example of the user dialog that is displayed in the course of the process

The process proceeds to the next step when you select an answer and save the page.
If you cannot answer the question immediately, postpone it by clicking on the [Perform later] button.
NEXT
• How to work with custom pages
•

How to open a process diagram

SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

HOW TO WORK WITH CUSTOM PAGES
A process can open a custom page for a user to fill in if needed. Custom pages contain fields and
buttons that are not otherwise available on any standard edit pages. For example, a process can
display pages where you can fill out step-by-step forms that contain custom buttons, comments or
used to select values from a lookup (Fig. 194).
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Fig. 194 An example of the custom page that opens by the process

The process proceeds to the next step only when all the required fields are filled in.
If you cannot complete the step immediately, postpone it by clicking on the [Close] button.

NOTE

[Pre-configured page] and [Auto-generated page] are the process items displayed as the custom
pages.

NEXT
• How to open a process diagram
SEE ALSO
• [Auto-generated page] process item
•

[Pre-configured page] process element

•

How to run a business process

•

How to resume a process

•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

HOW TO OPEN A PROCESS DIAGRAM
Use process diagrams to track business process execution. Each process item on the diagram contains
indicator that shows how many times the element was executed during a process instance. You can
also track process flows.
To open a process instance diagram:
1.

Click the

2.

Click [Process log].

3.

Select a process instance and click the [Process diagram] button (Fig. 195).
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Fig. 195 Opening a process instance diagram

4.

Click a process element on the diagram to highlight its incoming and outgoing flows (Fig. 196).
Fig. 196 Flows highlighted on the process diagram

NEXT
• How to resume a process
•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

Monitoring business processes
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HOW TO RESUME A PROCESS
If a process step was postponed or a step was activated without opening any pages, you can resume
the process in the following ways:
•

In the [Activities] section

•

From a record connected to the postponed process step

•

In the [Process log] section

CONTENTS
• How to resume a process in the [Activities] section
•

How to resume a process from a connected record

•

How to resume a process from the [Process library] section

HOW TO RESUME A PROCESS IN THE [ACTIVITIES] SECTION
Processes often create activities for users to complete. A list of activities is displayed in the [Activities]
section and on the [History] tab in other sections.
To resume a process, open a connected activity in the list of the [Activities] section (Fig. 197).
Fig. 197 Opening a process activity

When the [User dialog] and [Open edit page] elements are activated, a process creates activities of the
"Task" type in the [Activities] section. If you open such an activity, the dialog page opens instead of the
default activity page.

NOTE

Custom pages open only for incomplete activities. After the process element is completed, the default
task page will open for this activity.

HOW TO RESUME A PROCESS FROM A CONNECTED RECORD
A process can perform steps that do not include any activities, for example, when a page must be
activated during a process, or the action is connected with a specific record in the system.
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If such a step is postponed, you can return to it by using the [Process] button on the page of the
record that is connected to the step. If the record is connected to multiple tasks, you can select the
required task from the list.
If this record is selected from a list, system also displays [Move down the process] button.
If you click the [Move down the process] button and the record is connected to one incomplete
process step, the corresponding page will be opened. If there are several steps for the record, an
additional window will open where you will have the possibility to select the required step.

HOW TO RESUME A PROCESS FROM THE [PROCESS LIBRARY] SECTION
You can resume any step in a process in the [Process log] section regardless of the process type.
To do this:
1.

Click the

2.

Click [Process log].

to open the System Designer.

3.

Open a running business process (Fig. 198).
Fig. 198 Selecting a running process from the [Process log] section

4.

On the [Process elements] detail, select a step that must be resumed and click the [Run item]
button (Fig. 199).
Fig. 199 Resuming a process from the [Process log] section

The page of the selected process step will open.
SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

How process actions are performed
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HOW TO COMPLETE OR CANCEL A PROCESS INSTANCE
A process ends automatically when the end event is activated or when all active process steps are
completed. When a process instance is completed, the system calculates the duration.

NOTE

Only completed processes are taken into account when calculating statistics.

HOW TO CANCEL A PROCESS INSTANCE
If you need to stop a process, you can cancel it.
Cancel option is available in the [Process log] section.
To cancel a process instance:
1.

Open the process log from the system designer.

2.

In the list of the process log, select a process instance that is in progress and click the [Cancel
process] button (Fig. 200).
Fig. 200 Cancelling a process execution

SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

How process actions are performed

•

How to resume a process

•

How to disable a business process
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HOW TO DISABLE A BUSINESS PROCESS
To disable a business process:
1.

Open the system designer by clicking the

2.

Select a process that must be disabled and click the [Properties] button.

and click the [Process library] link.

3.

Click the [Actions] button and select the [Deactivate process].

NOTE

If you are deactivating a process that has uncompleted instances, the system will warn you. If you
choose to deactivate such a process, all running instances of the process will be cancelled.

The [Active] checkbox on the process settings page will also be unchecked. Deactivated processes are
not displayed in the menu and cannot be run from the command line.
SEE ALSO
• How to run a business process
•

How process actions are performed

•

How to resume a process
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MONITORING BUSINESS PROCESSES
Regular process monitoring allows you to analyze employee productivity and to track "bottlenecks" in
diagrams for optimization.
CONTENTS
• How to view a process history
•

How to view process statistics

SEE ALSO
• Process log
•

How to complete or cancel a process instance
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HOW TO VIEW A PROCESS HISTORY
Once a business process is initiated, information about the process instance is saved in the [Process
log] section. The log record page contains the name of the employee who initiated the process, the
status of the process instance (“Running” or “Completed”), and a list of the activated process steps.
To view process history:
1.

Click the

to open the System Designer.

2.

In the [Processes] group, click [Process log].

3.

Select a process and click the [Open] button (Fig. 201).
Fig. 201 Selecting a process

4.

Process log page opens, with the process execution history (Fig. 202).
Fig. 202 Viewing the process execution history

NEXT
• How to view process statistics
SEE ALSO
• How to open a process diagram
•

BPMS
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•

How to complete or cancel a process instance

•

Process log
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How to view process statistics

HOW TO VIEW PROCESS STATISTICS
Use the analytic view of the [Process log] section to analyze statistics collected and calculated during
process execution.
For example, you can analyze the number and duration of processes and their items using preconfigured metrics. If you need to customize the source data of the statistics, just use the standard
filters in the section.
To view process statistics:
1.

Click the

2.

In the [Processes] group, click [Process log].

to open the System Designer.

3.

Open the section analytics view. Process dashboard will open (Fig. 203).
Fig. 203 Browsing process statistics

NOTE

How to work with dashboards and standard filters is described in the documentation of the bpm'online
application.

SEE ALSO
• Process log
•

How process actions are performed

•

How to resume a process
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PROCESS LIBRARY
The [PROCESS LIBRARY] section stores all business process diagrams configured in bpm’online. In this
section you can create new processes and edit existing ones.

NOTE

You can find more information about how to run processes in the [Process log] section.

THE PROCESS DESIGNER
The Process Designer is used to create business processes in bpm’online. Click the [New process]
button (Fig. 204) to create a new business process.
Fig. 204 Adding a process

There are three commands available for each record in the process library:
•

[Open] – opens the process diagram in the Process Designer.

•

[Properties] — opens the process properties page, which contains summary information about
the process.

•

[Run] — starts a selected business process.

NEXT
• Process properties page
•

Actions in the [Process library] section

SEE ALSO
• How to create business processes
•

How to run a business process

•

How to resume a process

•

How to disable a business process
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PROCESS PROPERTIES PAGE
The process properties page opens when you click the [Properties] button for a process selected in the
list. Clicking the [Open] button or the process name in the list will open the process diagram in the
Process Designer. The process properties page consists of several areas.

COMMON DATA
General information about the process that was saved in the Process designer. You can specify the
values of non-editable fields in the process properties using the Process designer.
Title

Process name displayed in the [Run process] menu and used in the
command line when running processes. This is a non-editable field.

Name

Unique identifier of the process in the system. This is a non-editable field.

Package

Package name where the process will be saved. This is a non-editable
field.

Active

This checkbox identifies process status. Only active processes can be
executed in the system. This is a non-editable field.

Display in run process
button list

This checkbox shows processes in a list that is displayed on clicking the
button on the side panel.

[AVAILABLE IN SECTIONS] TAB
This tab contains a list of sections in which you can start a process. If you add a section on this detail,
the business process will be added to the menu of the [Run process] button in that section (Fig. 205).
The button will be displayed in the section if at least one process is available in that section. The same
process list will be displayed on the record page of the section when you click the [Process] button.
Fig. 205 List of processes available in a section

NEXT
• Actions in the [Process library] section
SEE ALSO
• Process parameters
•

Process designer

•

Running business processes

•

How to add a new business process
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ACTIONS IN THE [PROCESS LIBRARY] SECTION
In addition to the default actions, such as adding or excluding records from a folder, this section
provides actions for working with processes.

RUN PROCESS
Select this action to start process execution. The process must be active in order to run.
This action is available in the section when a process is selected, as well as on the process properties
page. The action is displayed only for the processes with “Business Process” tag.

NOTE

When you create a process from the [Process library] section, the process will have the “Business
Process” tag by default.

When you select a process with the “Business Process” tag in the [Process library] section, you will see
the [Run] button beneath the selected record.

DEACTIVATE PROCESS
This action disables the process. The [Active] checkbox on the process settings page will be unchecked.
Deactivated processes are not displayed in the menu and cannot be run from the command line.

OPEN IN DESIGNER
The button opens selected process for editing in the Process Вesigner.
This button is available in the section list when a process is selected, as well as on the process
properties page. The process will be opened for editing in a separate window.
SEE ALSO
• Process properties page
•

Process designer
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PROCESS LOG
In the [PROCESS LOG] section, you can see the list of all started business processes (process instances)
in the system and their statuses.
A business process can be started several times by different users at different times. Information about
each instance will be displayed as a separate log record, which is added to the section list when you
start a business process.

ATTENTION

The information in this section is added automatically and cannot be edited.

NOTE

Access to the section can be granted in the [Object permissions] section. You can find more detailed
descriptions of the administration tools ob bpm'online Academy website.

VIEWS
The section has several views:
•

— the list of processes. Displays information about the started processes as a list of
records. All list columns are described below in the context of the process log page.

•

– process analytics. It displays charts, indicators and ratings, which can be used for
analyzing processes. Read more...

FILTERS
• By process start date (the [Start] field),
•

By the employee who initiated the process (the [Owner] field).

TOOLBAR
The toolbar is available for the selected section record. It contains the [Open] button and can also have
more buttons for additional actions with the selected process instance.
NEXT
• Process log page
•

Actions in the [Process log] section

•

Reports in the [Process log] section

SEE ALSO
• Monitoring business processes
•

Running business processes
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PROCESS LOG PAGE
[GENERAL INFORMATION] TAB
The fields are non-editable and are filled in automatically.
Title

Name of the process initiated.

Owner

The user on behalf of which the process has been launched.

Start date

Start date and time of the process instance.

End date

End date and time of the process instance.

Duration, days

Duration of the process instance in days, hours and minutes. Values are
calculated when the process ends. The fields are not displayed on the
record page, but can be displayed in the list.

Duration, hours
Duration, minutes
Process status

Status of the launched process, for example, “Completed” or “Running”.

Parent

Name of the parent process. The field is not displayed on the record
page, but can be displayed in the list.

Process items
This block contains a list of steps in a selected process that have been completed or are currently
running.
Caption

Caption of the process item on the diagram.

Status

Status of the process item, for example, “Completed” or “Running”.

Started on

Start date and time of the process item.

Completed on

Completion date and time of the process item.

Duration, days

Duration of the process item in days, hours and minutes. Values are
calculated when the process item ends. The fields are not displayed on
the detail by default.

Duration, hours
Duration, minutes
Owner

Owner of the process item.

Depending on the selected process item status, some additional buttons may be displayed:
•

[Run item] — resume the process from the selected step. This action is available for process
items with a "Running" or "Error" status.

•

[Download error description] — save file with the description of the error, which occurs during
the process item, locally using browser tools. The description file will be saved as TXT. This
action is available for process items with the "Error" status.
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Connected objects
This block contains a list of the records that are connected to the selected process instance. For
example, a sale process can be connected to a certain account, its primary contact and the contract
signed after the sale has been closed. In this case the [Connected objects] block will contain links to the
corresponding records: account, contact and contract. then the information on this detail is added
automatically and cannot be edited.
Title

Title of the record connected to the selected business process instance.
For example, a campaign name, task subject, or invoice number.
Contains a link to the corresponding record.

Object

Name of the connected object. For example, “Account”, “Activity”, or
“Document”, depending on the system object type.

NEXT
• Reports in the [Process log] section
•

Actions in the [Process log] section

SEE ALSO
• Monitoring business processes
•

Running business processes
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ACTIONS IN THE [PROCESS LOG] SECTION
In addition to the default actions, such as adding or excluding records from a folder, this section
provides actions for working with processes.

PROCESS DIAGRAM
When you select this action, an additional page with a graphical process diagram opens. The top right
corner of the process item indicates how many times the item has been performed in this particular
process.
This action is available in the list toolbar and on the process log page.

CANCEL EXECUTION
This action is used to terminate a selected process. After the action is confirmed, the status of the
selected process is changed to “Canceled”.
This action is available in the list toolbar and on the process log page.

NOTE

Use the “Cancel running processes” system operation to access the [Cancel Execution] action.

NEXT
• Process log page
•

Reports in the [Process log] section

SEE ALSO
• Monitoring business processes
•

Running business processes
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Reports in the [Process log] section

REPORTS IN THE [PROCESS LOG] SECTION
The ANALYTICS view contains a summary of the section information: charts, metrics, rating lists and
reports.

[PROCESS ANALYTICS] TAB
Summary information about the running processes.

NOTE

Filters set in the section are applied to all dashboard components.

Number of completed
processes

This indicator that displays the total number of processes in the
“Completed” status.

Average process
duration

This indicator displays the average process duration in days. Only
completed processes are taken into account.

Processes duration

This diagram displays the total duration of all process instances for each
process in days. The data is sorted in descending order of total duration.
Only completed processes are taken into account.

Number of tasks within
processes

This diagram displays the total number of steps that were created during
performing all instances of each process. The data is sorted in
descending order of the total number of steps. Only steps performed by
users are taken into account (the diagram does not include the
automatic actions).

NOTE

How to work with analytics and the analytics setup can be found in the documentation of your
bpm'online application.

SEE ALSO
• How to view process statistics
•

Process log page

•

Actions in the [Process log] section

•

Running business processes
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CASE DESIGNER
Use the CASE DESIGNER to set up non-linear workflows for any section that has a workflow bar. The
concept of Dynamic case management (DCM) is aimed at ease of use and ease of design.
DCM does not require specific notation knowledge and provides a simpler case management. Use
DCM if there are several ways to reach the goal of a business case and none of them can be predicted.
You can set the order and parameters of case stages, and to specify the steps and tasks for each stage.
To open the case designer, use the [View] menu in the [Opportunities], [Leads] or [Cases] sections
(Fig. 206).
Fig. 206 Starting the case designer

A case consists of the following general elements:
•

Stages;

•

Sub-processes (regular BPMN processes);

•

Tasks that must be completed by the user.

CONTENTS
• Case designer workspace
•

Case settings

•

Case elements

•

Working with case elements
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Case designer workspace

CASE DESIGNER WORKSPACE
The case designer interface (Fig. 207) includes all tools needed for case setup and editing.
Fig. 207 Case designer page

TOOLBAR
The TOOLBAR (1) contains the following buttons
•

[Save] – saves changes made to the case in the case designer. All changes will immediately
become available on the workflow bar of the new records in the corresponding section.

•

– opens the case parameter page or parameter page of the currently selected case
element.

•

– opens the DCM help on the academy.bpmonline.com.

The [Actions] menu contains the following commands:
•

[Metadata] – opens the metadata of the case.

•

[Metadata export] – exports metadata to an MD (Markdown) lightweight markup language file.

STAGES PANEL
Use the STAGES PANEL (2) to map and manage the workflow stages for the case. With the help of the
stages panel, you can add, remove and connect stages displayed on the workflow bar of the
corresponding section. Click [+] to add a new stage. Drag-and-drop stages to reorder them. Doubleclick a stage to open the stage parameter area to the right.

WORKING AREA
Use the WORKING AREA of the case designer to create and set up cases. Enter stage element name in
the [Add step] field below the needed stage to add a new step. Use the drop-down menu to the left of
the stage to select the stage element type: task or sub-process. Drag-and-drop steps to reorder them
within a stage or move a step to another stage. Double-click a stage element to view its parameter
area to the right. If the parameters of an element contain errors, the element will be highlighted with a
vertical red stripe.
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PROPERTIES AREA
Use the PROPERTIES AREA (4) to set up process and process element parameters. The list of available
settings depends on the type of the currently selected case designer element.

CASE DESIGNER HOT KEYS
Working with the case designer can be simplified if you use "hot keys" — special keyboard shortcuts.
Hot keys

Notes

Ctrl + S
F1
Ctrl + M
Delete

Save the case.
Open help
Show metadata
Delete the currently selected task or sub-process.

SEE ALSO
• Case elements
•

Case settings

•

Working with case elements

CASE SETTINGS
Case settings are available on the case properties area (Fig. 208). To open the case properties area,
click the
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button or double-click the case designer toolbar.

Case settings

Fig. 208 Case properties area

[Title] – the case title is entered in the upper part of the properties area. This is a required field.
[Code] – the internal name of the case, used by the system to identify it in the system. The default code
is generated automatically, but you can edit it. The code can only contain Latin characters and
numbers and cannot contain any special characters. This is a required field.
[Section] – system section where the current case is used. The [Section] value cannot be changed once
the new case is saved. This is a required field.
[Stage column] – the column that contains the current stage of the section record. Select a lookup
column of the case section. The [Stage column] value cannot be changed once the new case is saved.
This is a required field.
[Description] – optional notes and supplementary information for the case.
[Package] – the package that contains the dynamic case schema.
[Active] – uneditable. The field is filled in automatically and indicates that the case is enabled in the
corresponding section.
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CASE ELEMENTS
CONTENTS
• [Stage] case element
•

[Task] case element

•

[Sub-process] case element

[STAGE] CASE ELEMENT
The [Stage] case element denotes a general progression milestone within the case workflow. A stage
can contain a number of recommended steps. The stages of a case are displayed on the workflow bar
in the order of their completion. To modify the sequence of stages, drag & drop a stage.

NOTE

The list of case stages is saved in the corresponding lookup: [Opportunity stages], [Lead stages] or
[Case stages]. Each new stage added in the case designer will be saved in the corresponding lookup.

Specify stage parameters in the properties area (Fig. 209).
Fig. 209 The [Stage] element properties area
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The caption at the top of the element properties area corresponds to the selected stage value in the
[Opportunity stages], [Lead stages] and [Case statuses] lookups. If you rename an element, the
corresponding record in the lookup will be modified as well.
[Stage value in lookup] — the lookup record that corresponds to the current case stage. You can
select an existing lookup value or add a new stage by entering its name in the field. Each new stage
added in the case designer will be saved in the corresponding lookup. This is a required field.
[Which stages can I transition to?] – select case stages to which you can transition from the current
stage. By default, all case stages are available.
[Which stages can I transition from?] – select case stages from which you can transition to the current
stage. By default, all case stages are available.
[Group with other stage] — select stages from the lookup to group with the current stage. Grouping
stages enables them occupy same slot on the workflow bar. By clicking that slot, the user opens a
drop-down menu where one of the group stage can be selected. The selected stage will be displayed
on the workflow bar. The current stage will be added after the selected stage on the workflow bar. The
[Group with other stage] checkbox becomes uneditable if the stage is already groped.
The [Stage successful] checkbox determines the stage at which the case becomes successful. The
checkbox is displayed only for final stages.
[Stage color] is the color of the activated workflow bar stage.
SEE ALSO
• How to add an element to a case
•

[Task] case element

•

[Sub-process] case element

[TASK] CASE ELEMENT
The “Task” case element is used to add a task as a case stage step. The parameters of the task case
element are identical to the parameters of the [Perform task] business process element.
Specify task parameters in the properties area (Fig. 210).
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Fig. 210 The [Task] element properties

Most element parameters, like [Subject], [Owner] or [Account], correspond to the fields on the activity
page. If any parameter field is filled in, then when a process creates a new task, the corresponding field
in the task page is automatically filled in. If the parameter is not filled in, then the corresponding field
on the setup page will be blank and can be filled in manually.
You can fill in these fields using the parameter value window.
At the top of the properties area, enter the element caption that will be displayed in the case designer
working area.
[What should be done?] – enter the subject of the task. As a rule, the purpose of the task is indicated in
this field. This is a required field.
[Task category] – select the category of the task, for example, “To do” or “Meeting”. This is a required
field.
[Start in] – specify the time period after which the activity should start. The time can be specified in
minutes, hours, days, weeks and months. [Start] – This field of the activity page is filled in according to
this parameter.

NOTE

The [Start] field of the activity is filled in with the [Start in] field value plus current user time. For
example, if “30 minutes” is specified in the [Start in] field, and the task was created at 12:00, then
“12:30” will be specified in the [Start] field of the created task.

[Planned duration] – enter the activity duration using minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. This
parameter is used to fill in the [Due] field of the activity page.
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NOTE

The [End] field of the activity setup page is filled in with the value from the [Start] field incremented by
the value in the [Planned duration] field.

[Show in calendar] – select the checkbox to display the activity in the [Calendar] view.
[Show page automatically] – select the checkbox to automatically open the activity page once the task
is created by the case.
[Who is the assignee?] — specify the user responsible for performing the task.
[Hint for user] – enter additional information about the task. The user will be able to view the hint by
clicking the
button on the activity page.
[Remind in] – Indicate the time period for a reminder before the activity starts. When the specified time
comes, the system will automatically create a notification for the corresponding employee.
[Connected to] – specify other records that the activity will be connected to. As a result, the task will be
added to the [Activities] detail of the corresponding record. By default, the case tasks are connected
with the case record. For example, lead case task will be connected to the corresponding lead. You can
add fields for connecting the task to other records by clicking the
button.
Click the
button to view advanced properties. In this mode, the properties area will contain the list
of all parameters of the task element.
SEE ALSO
• [Sub-process] case element
•

[Stage] case element

•

Working with case elements

[SUB-PROCESS] CASE ELEMENT
The [Sub-process] case designer element is used to add BPMN process to run as a stage step. The
parameters of the [Sub-process] case designer element are identical to the parameters of the [Subprocess] process designer element. The sub-process is saved automatically when you transition to the
stage where it is located.
In the [Process] field of the element setup page, select an earlier created process that must be run as
a sub-process (Fig. 211).
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Fig. 211 The [Sub-process] element properties area

– opens the process, selected as a sub-process in a new BPMN process designer window.
[Process] – a BPM process that will be run when the step is triggered.
[Name] – sub-process name used for identification by the system.
[Enable logging] – select the checkbox to track execution of this sub-process in the [Process log]
section.
[Serialize in DB] – select the checbox to enable saving of parameter values for the running process in
the database.
The [Parameters] tab contains the list of parameters of the process selected as a sub-process. The tab
displays the parameters of the selected sub-process. Use parameters to connect the process to the
current record and its connected records.
More information about working with parameters is available in a separate article.
SEE ALSO
• Case designer workspace
•

[Stage] case element

•

[Task] case element

•

Working with case elements
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WORKING WITH CASE ELEMENTS
To create a dynamic case, add the required elements to the working area and arrange them in the
desired order.

HOW TO ADD AN ELEMENT TO A CASE
The procedure for adding case elements differs depending on its type.
To add a stage, click the
button on the stage panel. You can add a new stage at the end of the
workflow or insert a stage between existing stages (Fig. 212).
Fig. 212 Adding a stage

After adding a stage, its parameter panel will open.
To add a task or a subprocess to a stage, click the
icon below the corresponding stage in the
designer working area. Select the needed item: [Task] or [Sub-process] (Fig. 213).
Fig. 213 Selecting an element in the menu

Enter name of the new step and press Enter. The new element will appear in the working area. The
parameter panel for the newly added sub-process or task will open. The [Add step] field will be
displayed below the last step of the stage (Fig. 214).
Fig. 214 New element on the case diagram

HOW TO MOVE ELEMENTS IN THE CASE DESIGNER
You can rearrange case stages and steps at any time. To move an element, drag & drop it to the new
location (Fig. 215). You can drag & drop case steps (tasks and subprocesses) within a stage or between
stages.
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Fig. 215 Moving a [Task] step

You can also drag & drop case stages to change their order. All stage steps will be moved along with
their stage (Fig. 216).
Fig. 216 Moving a case stage

NOTE

Grouped stages are moved simultaneously if any of the stages in the group is moved.

HOW TO DELETE A CASE ELEMENT
You can always delete unnecessary case stages and steps. To delete an element, select it and click the
button or press the “Delete” key on the keyboard.

NOTE

If a case stage is deleted, all its steps will be deleted as well. The stage will not be deleted from the
corresponding lookup.

SEE ALSO
• Case designer workspace
•

Case settings

•

Case elements
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RUNNING DYNAMIC CASES
You can work with dynamic cases in the following sections:
•

[Opportunities]

•

[Leads]

•

[Cases]

A case starts automatically when an opportunity, lead or case is created. The activities and subprocesses of the case initial stage will be created and/or run automatically.

NOTE

If you wish to use case functionality in a section, we recommend disabling the default business process
of this section (corresponding corporate sale, lead management or case management process).
Otherwise, the case and business process will run in parallel to each other.

You can transition through a case using the workflow bar located on the action panel. All activities
created by the case will also be displayed on the action panel.

NOTE

Before launching a dynamic case, you must set it up for the corresponding section and specify stages
and tasks. Read more about dynamic case setup in a separate article.

The activity stage steps will be created automatically. There is no need to execute all tasks of the
selected stage to move through the case.

WHAT HAPPENS TO STAGES WHEN YOU MOVE TO THE NEXT STAGE
PREMATURELY?
If required, you can move to the next stage at any time without closing all tasks of the current case
stage. If you do so, all uncompleted activities and running sub-processes will be canceled and will not
be displayed in the calendar.

WHAT HAPPENS TO UNCOMPLETED STAGES WHEN YOU GO BACK TO A
PREVIOUS STAGE?
DCM flexibility enables you to go back to previous stages without breaking the workflow. In this case,
all open tasks of the current stage will be canceled, and the stage that you clicked on the workflow bar
will start in a regular manner.

WHAT HAPPENS TO STAGES WHEN YOU MOVE TO THE FINAL STAGE?
To complete a dynamic case, you must complete all steps of the final stage. If the final stage does not
contain tasks, the entire dynamic case will be completed. Open activities and running sub-processes of
the previous stage will be canceled.

WHAT HAPPENS TO RECORDS OF THE DELETED STAGE?
The stages of dynamic cases are linked to stages in the corresponding lookups: [Opportunity stages],
[Lead stages] or [Case stages]. The deleted stage will not be displayed on the workflow bar. The linked
stage value will not be deleted from the corresponding lookup. For example, you have deleted the
“Presentation” stage of the current opportunity. In this case, the record will stay on the “Presentation”
stage but will not be displayed on the workflow bar. To keep working with the opportunity, transition it
to another case stage. Thus, when modifying a DCM case, you will not lose important data.
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SEE ALSO
• Case settings
•

Case elements

•

Working with case elements
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MANAGING DYNAMIC CASES
Use the dynamic cases created in the CASE DESIGNER to manage unstructured business processes. A
case consists of the following general elements:
•

Stages;

•

Sub-processes (regular BPMN processes);

•

Tasks that must be completed by the user.

This article covers implementation of most typical dynamic cases.

ATTENTION

The following business process design cases cover the functions in bpm'online sales. The case designer
is identical in all bpm’online products but the system sections available in your configuration may
differ from those used as examples in this document.

CONTENTS
• Working with case elements
•

Case settings
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WORKING WITH CASE ELEMENTS
To create a dynamic case, add the required elements to the working area and arrange them in the
desired order.

HOW TO ADD AN ELEMENT TO A PROCESS
The procedure for adding case elements differs depending on its type.
To add a stage, click the
button on the stage panel. You can add a new stage at the end of the
workflow or insert a stage between existing stages (Fig. 217).
Fig. 217 Adding a stage

After adding a stage, its properties area will open.
To add a task or a subprocess to a stage, click the
icon below the corresponding stage in the
designer working area. Select the needed item: [Task] or [Sub-process] (Fig. 218).
Fig. 218 Selecting an element in the menu

Enter name of the new step and press Enter. The new element will appear in the working area. The
parameter panel for the newly added element will open. The [Add step] field will be displayed below
the last step of the stage (Fig. 219).
Fig. 219 New element on the case diagram

HOW TO MOVE ELEMENTS IN THE CASE DESIGNER
You can rearrange case stages and steps at any time. To move an element, drag & drop it to the new
location (Fig. 220). You can drag & drop case steps (tasks and subprocesses) within a stage or between
stages.
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Fig. 220 Moving a [Task] step

You can also drag & drop case stages to change their order. All stage steps will be moved along with
their stage (Fig. 221).
Fig. 221 Moving a case stage

NOTE

Grouped stages are moved simultaneously if any of the stages in the group is moved.

HOW TO DELETE A CASE ELEMENT
To delete an element, click

.

NOTE

If a case stage is deleted, all its steps will be deleted as well. The stage will not be deleted from the
corresponding lookup.

SEE ALSO
• Case elements

CASE SETTINGS
Case settings are available on the case properties area (Fig. 222). To open the case properties area,
click the

button or double-click the case designer toolbar.
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Fig. 222 Case properties area

[Title] – the case title is entered in the upper part of the properties page. This is a required field.
[Code] – the internal name of the business process, used by the system to identify the business
process. The default code is generated automatically, but you can edit it. The code can only contain
Latin characters and numbers and cannot contain any special characters. This is a required field.
[Section] – system section where the current case is used. The [Section] value cannot be changed once
the new case is saved. This is a required field.
[Stage column] – the column that contains the current stage of the section record. Select a lookup
column of the case section. The [Stage column] value cannot be changed once the new case is saved.
This is a required field.
[Description] – optional notes and supplementary information for the case.
[Package] – the package that contains the dynamic case schema.
[Active] – uneditable. The field is filled in automatically and indicates that the case is enabled in the
corresponding section.
SEE ALSO
• Case designer workspace
•

Case elements

•

Working with case elements
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